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Slippery Rock college
president visits MSU's
campus as candidate

BOTTOMS UP - Mrs. Alice Steely. Rt. 2, Hazel, starts hours of
delicate Stork in the caning of a rocking chair seat left photo) and
shows a finished caning project ( bottom photo). For a long time,
Mrs. St.etaz been interested in this special craft. She is a member
of the
d Homemakers Club.
Staff photos by Jenrue Gordon
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Estimates show strong economic growth
think this indicates we are moving
rapidly to an excellent recovery
from recession."
In another positive development, the flash estimate showed
inflation, as measured by the GNP
price measure, rising at a mere
2.8 percent rate during the first
quarter, the lowest rate in 11
years. The price measure recorded a 4.9 percent inflation rate during last year's final quarter.
The flash estimate is a very
rough calculation of economic activity that often is revised
significantly as more infornudion
is gathered.
The Commerce Department
also reported that economic activity during the last three months
of 1982 declined by less than had
been estimated previously. The
department said inflationadjusted GNP fell at a 1.1 percent
annual rate. rather than dropping

ByROBERTFURIAW
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP)
In the
broadest sign yet of economic
recovery, the government
estimated today that the economy
grew at a 4 percent annual rate
during the first three month of the
year, the strongest performance
in two years.
The Commerce Department's
so-called "flash" estimate of
inflation-adjusted gross national
product showed the largest increase since the first quarter of
1981 and underscored the nearunanimous view of economists.
that the severe 198142 recession
ended last December.
White House spokesman Larry
Speakes called the figure "excellent news and the most conclusive indication the economic
recovery has begun and is proceeding at a healthy rate We

MHS will host open house
for prospective freshmen
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Spring moves into nation
with winter storm warnings
By The Associated Press
A spring snow storm was‘nloy mg through the Ohio Valley toditv

storm

and spreading winter-like weather

N orthern

from the mid-Mississippi through

Panhandle

Lakes region
Winter storm warnings wereposted for sections of Wisconsin.
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Band.
The big sister/big brother policy
where each incoming freshman
will be "adopted" by an upper
classman also will be explained.
This makes the transfer from
eighth grade to freshman year as
smooth as possible, according to
Bill Wells, principal.
Refreshments will be provided
by Mrs. Glinda Jeffrey, food service director for the Murray City
Schools.
Students and parents are urged
to attend, Wells said.

-I Today's) the first day Of spr
mg and we're getting our winter
now," said Alger County Deputy
Sheriff Henry Brey: in Munising. in
the state's Upper Peninsula
where, according to the National
Weather Service, 21 inches of
snow piled up between Friday and
Sunday.
Cold air c- ontinued to flow across

Poducohons strive for historic site

Effort continues to save The Angles
PADUCAH, Ky. iAP) -- Three
western Kentucky men are backing the latest effort to turn the
Paducah home of the late Vice
President Alben W Barkley into a
national historic site
Thomas Larkins. a Clinton
farmer and businessman; the
Rev Roger Wood, pastor of Columbus Baptist Church, and Earl
J. Warren, president of the Bank
of Clinton, visited the vice president's home last week.
The trio had read in a news
story that David Barkley was
planning to ship antiques and
mementos from the house, known
as The Angles, to the East Coast to
be sold at public auction. David
Barkley. son of Alben Barkley,
said he was being forced to sell the
house and its contents to meet
financial obligations that will
come due Oct. 1.
Barkley has not finalized plans
for the sale and said there is still
time for someone to come up with
a plan to turn the home into a
historic attraction to honor his
father, who was vice president
from 1949 until 1953. and Senate
Majority leader from 19381148.
Larkins said that, until he
visited the Barkley home, he
agreed with the action of Rep.
Carroll Hubbard, D-Ky., last
December to kill a bill in Con-

Kress, authorizing the federal
government to spend up to
S700,000 to turn it Into a national
historic attraction run by the U.S.
Park Service.
Larkins said after learning •.the
other side of the story," he has
changed his mind and doesn't
think that would have been such a
bad deal.
"I was with, him (Hubbard)
when he killed it; I thought it was
a lot o( money, but I had never
seen the house and I didn't know
what was in there," Larkins said.
"After looking at it I don't think
that 1700,000 is too far off base."
Hubbard opposed the bill
because he felt the $700.000 ceiling
was too high, and said several appraisers agreed with him. He said
he would introduce a new bill during the current session of Congress proposing a lower ceiling.
Larkins, Warren and Wood met
with Hubbard on Saturday to
discuss the project and encourage
him to introduce another bill.
Wood said Hubbard really didn't
commit "one way or the other"
regarding another bill.
"I gave him a letter expressing
my feeling,and hope he reads it,"
Larkins said.
Larkins doesn't believe the
government should foot the entire
bill for the project, and said he

would favor whatever Hubbard
feels is appropriate. He said that
any amount needed above a
federal contribution could be raised through private donations.
Repeated attempts to contact
Hubbard for a comment were unsuccessful.
Dorothy Barkley Holloway.
David Barkley's daughter said
that since the newspaper story
about 30 people were granted
burial the home.
Larkins said he feels that if
more people toured the home to
get a feel for the historic value of
the contents." they would support
spending federal money for it and
probably would donate some
money of their own.
"After we looked at it. I was sur
prised at the value of the things.'
Larkins -sa4'-4 told her i Ms
HoUoway I was willing to do what
I could, and urged her not to sign
any papers to sell it at an auction
house until we had time to check
into it."
Larkins said he is willing to be
"a sparkplug" to get people interested in Angles, but said. • 'I an)
not much at planning."
"We are talking about raising a
lot of money, but there Is no doubt
In my mind that if people work
together, something can be done
to save it." Larkinssaid.
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An open house for prospective
freshmen for the 1983-84 school
year at Murray High School will
be at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in the
school cafeteria,501 Doran Road.
At this meeting the teaching
staff at Murray High School will
be introduced plus an informal
question and answer period is
scheduled. Individual preregistration will be explained and
tours of the high school will be
available.
Special entertainment will be by
the Murray High School Jazz
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Reagan praises Ruckelshaus
as 'right man at right time'
WASHING•11 IN. API William
I) Ituckelshaus was nominated to
succeed Anne McGill Burford as
chief of the beleillgUered Environmental Proteetion Agency
today by President Reagan
Reagan said. "Ile is the right man
for the right job at the right time
Said the president. •• No one
could bring more impressive
credentials"
Ruckelshaus, now a corporate
official anti attorney for
Weyerhauser. the timber firm.
will be making a second tour of
EPA, which he headed under
President Nixon He stood beside
Reagan as the president sang his,
praises "as tough, fair and highly
competent."
"I guess my immediate task is
to stabilize the EPA and reinstill
the dedication of the people there.
.. and to get on with the enormous

job of protecting the environment.
"Ruckelshaus said
Reagan said the attacks on his
EPA have been "unwsrrantedand said all I ever proposed is
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Bullard resigned Mart h 41
half -a-cloten
had

congressional

launched

irivesirga

lions into EPA affairs
Huckelstutu.s. senior vitt.
, pi "s,dent of law anti corporate affairs

at Wes erhaeuser Co . a timber
and paper products firm in
Federal Way Wash • near Seattle,
headed the EPA from its Inception
in 1970 until 1973
In advance of the official an-.
nolincement, congressional reaction to Ruckelshaus was generally
favorable, but an EPA critic
predicted the nomination would
not end the EPA controversy.
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Mansion excites Mrs. Carroll
FRANKFORT. Ky 'APe
A
sneak preview of the newly
renovated governor's mansion
was something of a homecoming
for one of the visitors
Among the 150 or so guests is
Charlann Carroll. who had vivid
memories of living in the mansion
while her husband. Julian, was
governor
Mrs Carroll recalled that the
fireplace in the first-floor parlor.
had to be closed because the
birds kept flying down into it The
mansion was drafty Each room
had its own steam radiator, and
the way they clanged when the
heat came on, you wouldn't
believe
The reception Saturday evening
was also is fund-raiser for Save the
Chihli-on Foundation. which
operates in 34 countries and raises
money for underprivileged
children
Guests paid $192 a couple to attend. which is the cost of sponsoring one chi hi f•a- one- year through
Save the Children
•
Phyllis George Brown, wife of
Gov John V Brow SI Jr . said
about $20.000 in gifts and pledges
had been raised
The six rooms on the first floor
of the mansion were open for inspection But the floors in the
main hallways on the first fit-kir -were not finished, bathrooms
Were not «ifliplet1•11. and exterior
lighting was not hooked up
Work Is still under 1111.7. WI the
se( ond floor which was closed to

guests
In each room stood an easel with
a full-color artist's rendering of
how the room would look when
finished and furnished
'• This Ls a sneak preview," sae
Mrs Brown. adding.--AI've waited
three years for this and I couldn't
be more excited We have tried to
do everything as perfectly as
possible with the money we've
had"
Jason Fenwick, state curator of
tustone properties, said that the
governor. Mrs Brown and their
staffs worked all day . U until an
hour before guests arrived, get
ting the mansion in shape for the:
party
At 6 o'clock I was phi( irig
plants in the sunroom." he said
- Various people were running
dust mops, vacuuming. cleaning
windows and placing furniture
Fenwiek said work on the mansion was a combination of remora tom and renovation
'Upstairs it was noire renovation We are preserving much. but
we made some minor structural
changes to make the family
quarters more li.able
Downstairs -was restoratotn, keeping much of what was here •'
Work on the 69-year-old mansion began in April 1982 and has included such basic work as a new
heating and (•entral airconditioning system. new wiring
and plumbing
The exterior of the mansioni.
patterned after the Petit Trianon

palace at Versailles. France, outside Paris. was cleaned and the
trim painted. There is a new roof
and a driveway that circles
around behind the mansion
A formal garden in front of the
house is being laid out according
to original landscape plans
Cost for renovation is estimated
at $3 7 million

Fort Campbell
copter crashes
By The Associated Press
An Army helicopter from Ft.
rampbell, Ky.. crashed into the
Atlantic Ocean about 23 miles off
the cilast. an Army spokesman
said
No survivors from the Sunday
crash had been found, said Maj.
Bill Mulvey. an Army public affairs officer:
„ The wreckage of the CH-47
Chinook, one of three on a routine
training mission, remained afloat
this morning. Mulvey said.
Mulve said the searchers were
encountering difficulties.
"I understand there's severe
weather there at the scene a,
severe thunderstorms,•• he said
- With the darkness last night and
now the thunderstorms, that's
hampering operations."
Mulvey said the Coast
cutter Point Huron and the U.S.S.
Edenton. based at Little Creek
Naval Amphibous Base an
Virginia Beach. remained on the
wene this morning.
The first ship on the scene. the
"oast Guard training ship Eagle,
3 295-foot three-masted bark, left
the scene about midnight and continued its Journey to its home port
in New London, Conn.. Mulvey
said.
The names of the crew
which
included a pilot, copilot.
navigator, flight engineer and
crew chief
were being withheld
pending notification of relatives.
Mulvey said
The Eagle and personnel at the
Oceana Naval Air Station in
Virginia Beach heard a distress
message about 5:25 p.m. Sunday.
Petty Officer 3rd Class Mike
Erdley, a Coast Guard
spokesman.said.
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BIRTHDAYS CELEBRATED — A group of senior citizens
gathered recently in the Douglas Center and observed the birthdays
of those attending with birthdays in March. Those honored are,from
left, front row, Ludene Norman and Audie Tidwell Back row, Flossie
Snow and Pearlene(;ordon.

a.

The Murray City Fire Department was called to the scene of a
one-vehicle accident at 7 30 a.m
today
According to Fire Chief James
!turnbuckle. Bill Dunn of Stella
was the driver of the vehicle
which wrecked at 500(.7hestnut St
No further detaibi of the incident
were available.
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FUND-RAISING UNDERWAY — Century 21 of Kentucky and Indiana is involved in a fund-raising project,
21 days in March, for Easter Seals. B.J. Berrill, local campaign coordinator for Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors, said "We are planning person-to-person contact. We are excited about our plans since over 90 percent of all funds remain in our cotzununIty, with an additional six percent remaining in the state. For the past
four years, Century 21 has been the top corporate contributor to Easter Seals with a total of nearly $4 million.
Our 6,500 offices nation-wide intend to exceed the $1 million mark this year. We are asking for community
support in our efforts to'Take the First Step — for Those Who Can't."

'Special Bulletin'riles some viewers
By ROGER GILLOTT
Associated PMI'S Writer
One viewer said she was so frightened by NBC's
"Special Bulletin" that she had to take tranquilizers. Others phoned in bomb threats or fears.
and some worried that a realistic drama about
nuclear weapons threats could Inspire real-life terrorists.
"A lot of people are scared," said telephone
operator Ed Walsh at San Francisco's KRON-TV,
which received 50 calls during the two-hour program's first 45 minutes. "One woman called and
said 'Why do you give all this time to terrorists on
TV ,'-'
Both before and dunng the show, NBC broadcast
numerous warnings to viewers that the story was
fictional. Even so thousands of worried viewers
called TV stations around the country, although
some objected to the disclaimers, saying they
detracted from the drama.
The movie showed a fictional TV network responding to a threat by an anti-nuclear group aboard a
tugboat in the harbor at Charleston. S.C., to
detonate a bomb as powerful as the one that
destroyed Hiroshima. Japan.
They demand as "ransom" that the American
government disarm 964 nuclear warheads in the
Charleston area.
Charleston viewers bombarded the local affiliate.
WelV-/PV. with lgoe phone rafts during and after the
program, and othErs called the city's police station.
Police CO George Volpe said many of the calls
were from reporters and only "four or five" were
from concerned citizens.
The Charleston station superimposed the word
"fiction" on the upper left side of TV screen's
throughout the telecast. That sparked some angry
calls from viewers who, complained of "an
eyesore."
have got my switchboard going off the hook,"
said the operator at KING-TV in Seattle just 20
minutes after the show began Sunday night. "One
guy said his son was in Virginia and thought his son

was in trouble."
But in Grover, Mill, N.J..
scene of a fictional
Martian invasion in Orson Welles' 1938 "War of the
Worlds" radio broadcast that resulted in a panic —
police dispatcher Cynthia Napolitano said all was
quiet.
Chicago TV station WMAQ. which carried the
program, received two bomb threats, said station
spokesman Nick Aronson. One caller warned that if
the program was not taken off the air in five
minutes he "would blow us up," Aronson said.
A prepared statement was read to about 760
callers Sunday night. Aronson said, and the station
dropped its regular news capsules between 8 p.m.
and 10 p.m. CST to avoid confusing viewers with the
movie.
•
In New York. NBC spokesman Curt Block said
the network received more than 700 calls — nearly
two-thirds of them critical.
In Cincinnati, Robin Phillips of NBC affiliate
WI WI-TV said about 25 people called.
•'I don't think anybody thought it was real," Ms.
Phillips said. "Some thought it was realistic and
some thought It would be the ammunition to get
some nut to do it."
•
In Portland, Ore., a blind woman called the NBC
affiliate. station KGW-TV, because she could not
see the disclaimers printed on the screen and was
worried, a station spokesman said.
.:Thrre or -four people.were hy,tencal crying,"
said Genie Ostle, a switchboard operation at
WCMH-TV in Columbus. Ohio, who got 38 calls during the program. "One woman said she took tranquilizers" because she was so upset.
Dan Steele of WPSD-TV in Paducah (Channel 61
said to his knowledge the station received no calls
concerning the program. Steele said many portions
of the program were realistic; however, people did
not react as NBC predicted. At NBC's request,
WSPD did notify local police as "a precautionary
measure" to prepare them for possible telephone
calls from viewers.
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(Continued From Page 1
quarter, a very strong third
quarter and then slower progress
again near year's end, he said.
Recent government reports
have shown enough improvement
to indicate real GNP would be up
in ohe first quarter. But the reason
consistent big gains won't show up
all through the year, analysts
agreed, was that some parts of the
economy were still weak.
While industrial production was
picking up and housing was
rushing ahead, for example,
business spending for modernization and expansion still was
declining. And unemployment
was still high — 10.2 percent in
FebrUary.
Retail sales have also been sluggish for several months,and gains
in Americans' personal income
have been small.
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FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BURET

Miss Spring
Announced....

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

Stock market
Prices furnished by First
Michigan, Woodman Bldg

Making Plans. Pictured from left are Teresa
Jones, Kate Reeves and Karen Welch. Teresa, a
Calloway County High School Senior has been
chosen as the 1983 "Miss Spring". She is seen
here making.plans with Kate and Koren for the
• April 15th Miss Spring Section. Make your plans
S
a
today
t be part of this Special Spring Section.

Industrial Average

•
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Weight chart
changes may
boost economy
New ideal weight tables issued by the
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. provide welcome
relief for those who suffer the frustration of suppresSIng hunger in the interest of a slim waist.
The average ideal weight increases for men of up
to 13 pounds and for women of up to 10 pounds bring
the absolutely delightful prospect of additional
calories in a myriad of shapes, colors, and flavors.
No more, the sorrowful refusal to that deliciously
gooey dessert. No more, the summoning of iron
discipline to resist those tempting hors d'oeuvres.
No more, the substitution of light beer for the fullbodied beverage.
Indeed, what could be better for the national
morale than the knowledge that a few more pounds
are entirely permissible Consider the benefits to
the economy of those extra delicacies being bought
at supermarkets around the country and the additional meals taken at restaurants. It all adds up!
Of course, there is one perplexing side to the new
weight tables, a minor technicality. The heavier
weight is permissible to those with large bone structure. But how is one to know whether one belongs in
the category of having a small, medium, or large
frame
In the absence of enlightening information, we
can all designate ourselves as large-framed,
grateful for the additional pounds it permits in supposed safety.
Thank you, Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. And,
yes, we will have another helping.

by s.c. von curon

agree or not

Teachers'fund plan may hurt Stumbo
RA NK FoItI
The Democratic
gubernatorial candidates are busily
engaged in rounding up special interest groups for endorsements AN an
important boost toward becoming an
earl) front runner for the Ma)
primary
Not only are the special interest
groups important for the votes tbey
muster among members of their
organizations, but important toward
swaying a large segment of voters
who just naturally want to vote for
the winner without regard to platform or specific positions This also
has a definite influence on political
monetary contributions yet to come
as well as other endorsements _
What happens between now and
April 15 is going to be very decisive
for at least one of the three top candidates The two frontrunners b) that
date are more than
to be the
important contenders for the party
mantle
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Strength depends on willingness, obill
NEW YORK APS The net worth
of Americans rose more than $700
billion in the second half of 1932. or
more than $3,000 for each person, but
that doesn't mean people are ready
for a spending spree
Not, at any rate, unless they sell
their houses and cash in their stocks,
bonds, insurance policies and pensions, because that's where most of
the money is. And the current mood
seems to rule against such an event
Holdings of cash and other immediately available funds
the liquidity on which spending booms are
built -- rose by a mere $75 billion, a
rather piddling amount when compared with the total increase
In

recent

months the

AMOT-Wan

consumer as a group did indeed grow
more affluent, but not in the sense
that there is more cash in the pocket-

book

AM millions of nun% iduals itt

group stall can afford on1
necessit
What consumer researchers learned long ago is that strength in
spending-buying depends on two
distinct elements willingness to
spend and ability to spend When one
or the other is absent a sales surge is
rare.
According to Morgan Guarani)
Trust, which made the numerical
estimatei. the percentage gain in liquid assets for all 1982 was smaller
than any since the 1969-1970 recession, and much smaller than after the
1975 recession
Morgan does expect that 'there.
_ _could be a payetiologic-111+ft from the
increased wealth, but it still concludes that only a small portion of the
higher net worth of households is
that

aiutdepenilent children if

r

To The Editor,
Running for Kentucky's next Attorney General is a good lesson in
humility. It's a little like shouting
"fire" in an empty theatre. You know
what you're saying is important but
you're afraid no one has heard you.
Kentucky's next Attorney General
will lead the consumer's fight against
skyrocketing utility rates, serve as
chief prosecutor for the state,
monitor nuclear disposal sites, work
actively to protect our children from
drugs and organized crime; investigate political corruption at both
the state and local level: and protect
the constitutional rights of every
Kentuckian, regardless of race, sex,
creed or color. If those aren't important responsibilities.'Kenny .Walker
can't play basketball and Adolph
Rupp couldn't coach.
I am asking the news assoclatifins
of the state to help me and my opponents mime what should be an important office for the citizens of the
Commonwealth from the banality of

a mere name recognition contest
Toward this end, I am asking the
Kentucky Press Association, the
Kentucky Broadcasting Association
and Kf:T sponsor three one-hour
press conferences to which all Attorney General candidates are invited to make brief statements and
then submit to questions from the
media I would invite K ET to tape the
press conferences in their entirety
This would guarantee at least three
hours of responsible, and hopefully
lively, debate and dialogue on the
issues surrounding the Attorney
General's office which would be of
great value to the citizens of Kentucky in making an informed decision in the race.
Realizing that my first suggestion
may not materialize and feeling that
It would in any case be only a start
toward a meaningful dialogue, I am
announcing today a series of seven
open-air political candidates forums
be held across the state each
weekend attar Easter. We will provide the musk the master of

lsks'l tee Ko tor t aisusiintion
Its studies. and those ol other
researchers. suggest that for CAI h $1
rise in the value of equities that is
sustained for 18 months
II ut it
longer than current gams hair been
Maintained
consumer spending
ftSeN blit four cents
Cairn!. lb other t)pes of wealth ap
parently have larger-, but still small
impacts A $1 rise in financial assets
such as bonds sir bank deposits, for
instance. appears to raise consump
tion outlay's about nine cents in three•
years

As MOrgillil See,: it the 111:11O1
(fawner" of consumer outlays this
year will be an uptrend in personal
is.. ono But-the trend-of personat income. it concludes, is likely to be
small in comparison with other
recoveries -
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looking back
Ten years ago
Three new elementary schoOls will be constructed to serve educational needs of pupils in the
Calloway County School System, according to action taken by the Calloway County Board of Education with William B. Miller as superintendent.
These will be a consolidation of the six elementary
centers of Almo, Faxon, Hazel, Kirksey, Lynn
Grove and New Concord.
Death.% reported include James Burton Jackson,
88.
Julie Cathryn Christopher, Murray High, and
Stacy Ellen Adams, Calloway High, are among 16
high school students selected to receive Murray
State University Alumni Association Scholarships
of $S00 each for 1973-74 school year.
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Outland, March 15, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Mitchell Thompson:March 16, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Kerry Higgins, March 17.
A group of teenagers, Grades 9 to 12, from
Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ, will attend
the eighth annual Christian Youth Forum at Columbus, Miss., March 23 and 24.
Twenty years age
Galen Thurman, Jr., James Garrison. H. Glenn
Doran, R.W. Churchill and Haines Ellis were
elected as officers of Murray-Calloway County Industrial Foundation, Inc.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Arthur Downey,60.
Hugh Eddie Wilson, Harry Allison, Keith Hill,
Jim Goodman and Joe Dortch were elected officers
of Murray Jaycees at meeting at Triangle Inn.
Betty Hunter who teaches Health, PE and
Science at Calloway County High School spoke on
"Health and Physical Fitness" at meeting of
Calloway County High School PTA. Evelyn Palmer
is PTA president.
Mrs. J.A. Outland, director of Purchase Area
Homemakers, will preside at meeting to be April 24
at Murray State College auditorium.
Thirty years ago
Pvt. Kenneth R. Hall, son of Harvey and Audrey
Hall, recently arrived in Korea for service with the
X Corps.
Pvt. Benny 1. Ray,son of Dr. and Mrs. H.H. Ray,
has. been assigned to White Sands Proving Ground
in New Mexico.
Deaths reported include Willie B. Baker, 77.
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Brittain, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Curtis
Rays and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Earl Grogan. all on
March 17.
Aleta Cunningham. Bud Gibbs, Ada Sue Ross,
Clara Fay Ellison. Eva Lou Mohler, Dwane Jones,
Anna Lou Doores, Linda Beach, Richard Adams,
W.A. Erwin and Walter Wyatt are membes of the
cast of the play,"Monkey's Uncle," to be presented
March 20 by Junior Class of Kirksey High School.
Harvey Ellis is sponsor.
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They will last two hours, with thirty
minutes set aside for discussion of
the

Attorney

General's

race, and

each of my opponents can be given
equal time to present their

views

these
forums and all news media are of
course invited
It is my hope that these suggestions
will assist the public in making an informed decision about the candidates
in the May 24 primary which unpacts
their daily lives more than any race
being tun this year. except for the
Governor.
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Bill Weinberg
Attorney at Lew
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rnurray today
Community events listed
Monday. March 21
Monday, March 21
Bluegrass State will sponsor a program
(Miens Rand Radio Club on "National Security"at
54he-duled to meet at 7 8 p in in meeting room of
at Homeplace Calloway Public Library
p m
Restaurant
Reservations for lunTheta I.)epa rt Ment of cheon by Christian
Murray Woman's Club Women's Club on Tues5% ill meet at 7 30 p in at day at Seven Seas should
clubhou.se
be made by today with
Gracie Erwin. 489-2174,
Murray I.odge No 105 or Madge Woodard, 759Free and A«•epted 4767
Masons *ill meet at 7.30
Tuesday, March V
p tii at lodge hall
Murray I Aons Club will
meet at 6 30 p in at Mur%ill ray Wolnan's Club House
In,
Hel over!,
meet at 7 :to p m at
North
ileallh Cent( r
1au
Phi Lambda
Seventh and oh%
Sorority • If WOOdMen of
Streets
World is m heduled to
meet at
p in at WOW
Art exhibit
Hall
open timia) in upHall
per section of Clara M
Ey a Wall Group of
Eagle Galler‘ fourth
liaptISt Church
floor, Fine Arts I enter
Women will meet at 7
Murray State Ini% ersity
p in at home of 1.1111e
Murray- II

.1

Tuesday. March22
Bethel Baptist Bible
Study will be at 6 p in at
home of David (7unnIngham. Utterback Road

Tuesday, March 22
Bible Class at 9 30 a m
and Singles (lass at 7
p in.

Meeting of Humane
Murray Duplicate Society has been changed
Bridge Club will meet at 7 to March 29
p.m at Gleason Hall.
Presentation by
North 12th and Payne
Streets For information Choreographer Martha
Bowers will be at 2 p m
call 489-2244 or 753-8345
at Calloway Public
Workshop on "Sewing Library She will conduct
Nylon Rainwear" will be an inter-arts discussion
at 10 a to at Comnierce and lectureCentre This is sponsored demon.stration at 7 p m
by County Extension of- in Recital Hall Annex.
Fine Arts Center. Murray
fice
State
Murray TOPS take off
Wednesday. March 23
Club
pounds Sensibly
Free blood pressure
will meet at 7 p m at
( hecks ill br given for
Health Center
senior itizetts at Hazel
I.adies Full Gospel Center which will be open
Fellowship of Marshall from 10 a in to 2 p 111
County will meet at 10 30
Douglas Center will be
at Gateway
a ni
open from 10 a m to 2
Steakhouse. Draffenville
Mae Boren
P In for activities by
Senior citizens at- senior dizens
S Anonymous
twines will be at 9 30
is si heduled to meet at 8
a in at I iexter Center,
ladles day luncheon
P fll in V. l'Sterfl portion of from 10 a In to 2 p in at
Livesto( k and Exposition
Hazel and Douglas with Madelyn Lamb and
Center
Centers from 10 a m to 3 Ann Doran as chairmen
will be served at noon at
p in at Ellis Center
Murray High Si flool
Murray. Country' flub
will hay 4' 111)411 house for
Events at First United Bridge will be at 9 30
Ito °ming
for Methodist Church will in- a m
hool year 1983-84 and clude Mothers Morning
-their parents will be at Out at 9 a m and Bazaar
la-cture-demonstration
7 :to p Iii at the high Workshop at 10 a m
on movement will be by
school
choreographer Martha
Meetings at Seventh Bowers at 3 p in in small
Wranglers Riding Club
Poplar Church of ballroom of l7niversity
and
will Inert at 7 p in at
Christ iA ill inn lude ladies Center, Murray State
Robert o Miller Annex
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Students
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,til
Hall
Murray State I•nlversity
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I Wedding vows solemnized

The wedding of Miss Carole Ann Glasgow and
A B Dunn II was solemnized on Saturday, March
12, at the Longview Baptist Church. Fort Worth,
Texas
Attendants were Anna Carol Brock of Fort Worth,
matron of honor; and Harold Speight of Murray. uncle of the groom, best man
Mr Dunn is the eledest son of Mrs. Anna McKinney Dunn and the late A B Dynamite' Dunn, a
former resident of Murray

DATEBOQK
Catherine E. Burkeen born

Sarah Terese Johnson born

Mr and Mrs Danny Burkeen of Nashville, Tenn.
are the parents of a daughter, Catherine Elizabeth,
weighing seven pounds six ounces, born Wednesday, March 9, at a hospital there They have one
son. Nathan
Paternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs John W
Burkeen of Nashville. Tenn. Paternal greatgrandparents are Mrs Ola Burkeen of Almo and
the late Barnes Burkeen and Mrs Susie Workman
of Murray and the late 011ie Workman

Mr and Mrs Roger l.ynn Johnson. Rt. 1. Almo,
are the parents of a daughter. Sarah Terese,
weighing nine pounds seven ounces, measuring 22
inches. born Sunday. Feb 27. at 4 56 p.m at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is
the former Janet Rowland. and the father, a
farmer, also is employed at General Tire and Rubber Co . Mayfield
Grandparents are Mr and Mrs Joe Pat Johnson.
Ittir—Mayfield. and Mr and Mrs Robert E
Rowland, Rt 1. Almo Great-grandparents are Mrs
Obera Johnson, Arthur B Jewel and I. D Cook. Sr.
all of Murray

Zeros will meet Thursday
The Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will meet Thursday. March 24. at 7 p.m at the
lub house The program on "Medicene Along the
Great Wall" by Nadine Turner. R.N., as speaker
Hostesses will be Mary Moore Lassiter, Jo Ann
Mischke, Pauline McCoy, Katie Outland and
Dorothy Overbey

Catholic service planned
The Rev Richard Danhauer. pastor of St. John's
Catholic Church, Lone Oak, will be the guest
celebrant and homilist at Lenten services Wednesday. March 23. at 7 p.m. at St. Leo's Catholic
Church Ttle church pastor. the Rev. Louts F.
Piskula, urges the public to attend the services on
Wednesday and also the Lenten service on Friday
at 7 p in.
Other Lenten speakers have been the Rev. Walter
Hancock, pastor of St. Jerome's Catholic Church,
Fancy Farm. on March 9, and the Rev. Francis
Mastrovito, pastor of St. Joseph's Catholic Church,
Mayfield, and a member of the Third Order of St.
Francis Regular, on March 16

China program Thursday
- Women in China • Tradition and Change" will be
the topic of a lecture by Dr. Charlotte Beahan,
assistant professor of history at Murray State
University, and by Dr. Paul Ropp, professor of
history at Memphis State University, on Thursday.
March 24, at 7 p.m. in the auditorium of University
Center, Murray State. The program will be sponsored by Center for International Programs and is
open to the public.
The professors will discuss the role of women in
China and how it has changed with time. Dr.
Beahan will speak on the role of women in the 19th
and 20th centuries, while Hopp will address the subject in the context of the 18th and early 19th centuries. Jane Conzett of the center said the lecture
should appeal to persons interested in both China
and women's studies and said refreshments will be
served and a discussion period will follow the lecture.

•
Iitapers

Maxine Clark featured
Mrs Maxine Clark. organist. Murray. will be
featured at a Lenten luncheon on Wednesday,
March 23. at noon at First Baptist Church, 118 South
St . Mayfield. sponsored by Music Ministry of the
church. Mrs. Clark, organist for First Christian
Church. Murray-. is a graduate of Washburn University, Topeka. Kans., and has studied both piano and
organ in New Jersey and currently- at Southern Illinois University, Carbondale. She will play- selections by Bach. Weinberger, Karg-Eler and
Vaughan-Williams. A lunch will follow
Guest organist at the March 16th Lenten event
was Dan McDaniel, organist and choirmaster of
First Christian Church. Mayfield. for past seven
years. He currently is directing the West Kentucky
Chorale, a new group which will perform Dubois'
-Seven Last Words of Christ" on March 25 at
Mayfield Christian Church. Son of Mrs. Agnes
McDaniel and the late Lubie McDaniel of Murray,
he is owner/operator of Court Square Antiques.
Murray.

Meeting changed
The Humane Society of Calloway County has
changed its meeting from Tuesday, March 22, to
Tuesday. March 29, at 6:30 p.m. at Calloway Public
Library. Dr. George Bettsworth will be the speaker
and all members and interested persons are invited
to attend, according to Janis Hicks, president.

Poetry contest planned
The Kentucky State Poetry Society' announces its
1983 contest with 28 categones and cash prizes
amounting to nearly $500 to be awarded. Most
categories are open to non-members as well as
members, and deadline for mailing entries is June
30.1983
For contest rules and categories, send selfaddressed stamped envelope to James W. Proctor,
505 Southland Blvd., Louisville, Ky. 40214.
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10 minutes.
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Hoagy Sauce
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Remove to cutting
Be careful not to ' DINNER FARE
visit
As originally math' in moderate heat stir rim'
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Mashed Potato Salad
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thicknesses of paper
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Salt-baked Chicken
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Cecily Brownstone releases two recipes for dinner and lunch
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Artcraft Photography

IN JUST 6 WEEKS!
NO SNOTS•NO DRUGS
NO CONTRACTS

Wedding Photographs
Custom Framing
Film Processing
118 South 12th St
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CRAFT CLASSES
'

Now being offered at the Wild Raspberry
Quilt Piecing

Lop Quilting

6 week sessions '20.00 & cost of materials. March 21st
6:30-8 30
Easter Basket Workship All Day March 23rd. Anytime
during the day. Make permanent Baskets.

Sale 11.37tos275

Folk Art Pointing
6 week sessions. '4.00 per session & cost of supplies.
March 22nd 6:00-8:00 p.m.
Chair Weaving - "Cording Technique"
1 session '5.00 & cost of supplies. March 29th
6 30 p m. -8.30 p.m.
I Stained Glasi_ji_
6 week session-774.50 per session & cost of supplies.
11 April 20th 6:00-8:00 p.m.
fI
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Choreographer Bowers featured here this week

OPEN HOUSE
Pre-school MulU-Age Open Howie will be Thursday. March
24, at 7 p.m at the school room in the Early Childhood Education Center located
on North 16th Street on Murray State University campus. Some openings are
available and parents may call Donrui Whitfield, '759-4004, for information.
Parents interestest in their children being in the multi-age group should attend
the open house Marilyn Dill is teacher Children pictured include Cara Gemmel,
left, and Julie Scruggs.
_

Choreographer Martha
Bowers of New York City
will be on the campus of
Murray State University
this week as a visiting artist for a series of presentations and a Saturday
evening performance
She will culminate her
week at 8 p.m Saturday
with a dance concert in
the Robert E John.son
Theatre of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center
Joining her for the performance will be Mary
D'Elia. a dancer from the
New York area
The Murray State
University Dance
Theatre, under the director of Kathy ("harks. also
will be involved in the
Saturday evening production
Tickets for the performance are $3 each All
seats are reserved and
reservations may be
made by calling the box
office in the Johnson

Theatre at 7624797
Ms Rowers. a 1976
graduate of Sarah
Lawrence College who
has collaborated for
several years with dance
humorist Mitchell Rose
has a schedule of public
appearances in the Murray area that includes
• A presentation at
Calloway County Public
Library at 2 p m Tuesday
• An inter-arts discussion and lecture demonstration in the
Recital hall Annex of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center at 7 p m Tuesday
• A lecture demonstration on movement in the small
ballroom of the University Center at 3 p in
Wednesda
• A master dance class
with Ms D'Elia at 7 p.m
Thursda> at a location to
be announced
All of her scheduled all-

pearances except for the
Saturday evening performance are open to the
public at no admission
charge
Programs of the work
by Ms Bowers and Rose
have been presented at
Dance Theatre Workshop
of New York. Jacob's
Pillow Dance Festival
and the New York
Festival at the Delacorte.
Ms Bowers, who was
a wardeda
Choreographer's

Fellowship by the National Endowment for the
Arts in 1902. has toured
extensively with her
Dance/Theatre/Etcdetera in the Eastern
United States. Canada
and Denmark She also is
a guest artist with the
New York Baroque
Dance Company
Ms D'Elia, who earned
the B A. degree in dance
at the State University of
New York in Brockport.
has been nertnrming and

AS

N. HIRSCH a, CO..

SALE STARTS
MARCH 21

Olympic Plaza -753 9779

teaching in Maine. New
York and New Jersey In
addition to working with
Nis Bowers, she LS perf ormi ng with
choreograher Anna Leo
in New York City and studying dance with Mel
Wong
Additional information
about the visit by Ms
Bowers and Ms D'Elia
May be obtained by calling Kathy Charles at
Murray State at 762-4635

•
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APPLIANCE DONATED — A Toastmaster toaster/oven was donated to the
Long Term Cart Cooking Club of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital by the
women from Lottie Moon Group of the First Baptist Church. To show their appreciation, the patients had a homemade biscuit party. Enjoying the activities
are (from left to right): Mrs. Eva Hundley, Mrs. Earl Warford, Mrs. Allen McCoy, Mrs. Maude Garrison, Mrs. Fred Workman, Mrs. James Ward, Mrs. Bessie
Greer (hidden), Mrs. Myrtle McClure and Mrs. Retie Martin Overcast.
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TOP OF THE CHART
Choi, I'
V fie( I. crew tie(k or boot (ler I.
All if: ossi %tripe, match ,.,oh shorts

THE LOWER KEY
I S'yles of leg treotments All hove cinch
Choice r.it 6 exciting su mmer colors

EACH PIECE
OUR REG. 55

388

TOPS, SHORTS
SIZES S-M-L

"ft-Ls-/ CANVAS
SPORT OXFORDS
Sporty whit* convos oxfords.
cushion insole. Every ladies'
favorite choice. Big bargain'

SIZES 5-10

joo

A program to help
develop skills and attitudes for personal and
professional effectiveness. "Adventures in
Attitudes," is scheduled
for Friday and Saturday,
April 1 and 2, and Friday
and Saturday. April 29
and 30
The sessions will be in
the.MISSMIppi Room of
theStudent Center on the
campus of Murray State
University. The program
will be from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. on April 1 and 8 a.m.
to 4 p.m on the other
three days

Dr Virginia M. Slimmer. chairman,and Mrs.
Judy S. Payne, teacher
educator, both in the
Department of Home
'Economics of the College
of Human Development
and Learning at Murray
State University, have
been invited to present
their paper "Developing
In-Service Computing
Literacy Workshops: The
Role of the University Instructor."
This will be at the Ninth
International Conference
on Improving University
Teaching to be held this
summer in
Ireland.
Slimmer's and Payne's
invitation evolved from
the work they have accomplished at Murray
State University in the
Department of Home
Economics to provide
computing literacy in
pre- and in-service
workshops for the home
economics high school
teachers.
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‘\111
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SKIRT SETS SIZES 4 6X
OUR REGULAR PRICED 5 50
SHORT SETS SIZES 7-14
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LADIES'
JOGGERS

light glue nylon
with powder Ohm
suede leothisr fas.
Podded collar end
cushion Insole
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SUNNY FASHIONS FOR GIRLS'
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lot.
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988
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USE YOUR
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for the purpose of studying the difference between the vocational home
economics program in
the British Isles and the
Unitea States.
While in Scotland, they
will be observing the
schools as guests of Tom
Robertson, a secondary
teacher in the InvernessShire schools.

Dismissals released
Census at Murray Calloway County
Hospital for Thursday,
March 17, was 164 adults
and two in nursery. No.
newborn admissions
were listed.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Miss Victoria S. Griffin, 1501 London; Mrs
Anne Mae Free, 36
Lakeland Wesley Village,
Benton; Miss Sherry
Gladstone, Rt. 2.
Buchanan, Tenn.; Billy
Blastinim, Rt. 1. Water

Lappet etaniny

Repellent
FREE withSteie-Seil
Ms coop,.end •
250 sq. ft of carpet cleaned
Offer Extended I Wed
FREE ESTIMATES /53-30Z/

GIRLS' SKIRT AND SHORT SETS

-

J

A series of workshops
have been conducted in
the Department of Home
Economics this past
year. The paper they present will focus on these
workshops.
While in the British
Isles, Dr. Slimmer and
Mrs. Payne will be
visiting secondary
schools and universities

Drapery & Upliolsterf Cleaning

SUNSATIONAL DRESSES FOR SUMMER
Pretty selection of fun
LADIES'
dresses Choice of neck
922
SIZES

Choose from striped nylon body sods and
'notching mini skirts or printed knit tops
with lomoicon shorts with suspenders

Dr Cheponis has been
active in seminars in Personal Dynamics for the
past three years. He has
been a member of the
faculty at Murray State
for five years.
Information and a
brochure about the program can be obtained by
calling or writing Dr.
Cheponis at 762-3797,
Department of Professional Studies at Murray
State University. The
program is approved for
nursing recertification
hours. Enrollment is
limited,. ,
' •

Slimmer, Payne will go to Ireland

c,tee
lines Prints stripes
and solid bodies Save,

The purpose of the
course is to teach techniques of influencing and
gaining recognition from
people. breaking poor
habits, gaining self confidence, ending tension
and anxiety, conquering
moods of depression and
doubt, gaining mastery
over thoughts, and finding inner happiness.
The instructor for the
program will be Dr.
George John Cheponis,
Counselor and Assistant
Professor of Rehabilitation Services at Murray
State.

•

Valley; Mrs. Debra
Burgess. 1614 Farmer;
Mrs. Diane Underwood,
Rt.6;
Roy Bynum, Ht. 6;
Mrs. Ethel Paschall, Rt.
1, Hazel; Mrs. Rosa M.
Hale, Hardin; Miss Dianna Channel!, 423 Jeffrey,
Mayfield; Mrs. Inez Garrett, Rt. 2, Paris, Tenn.;•
Jerome Lee Hicks, Rt. 1,
Hardin;
Mrs. Sherry Ann Miller
and baby girl, Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs.
Zula Stone, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Elmer Rudolph, Rt. I.
Hardin; Otis Brooks, Rt.
8; Quinton Baucum,Rt. 2,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Gladys Brown, 405 South
Second St.;
Hilton Hale, 900 Coldwater Rd.; Vollie Scott,
Mills Manor, Mayfield;
Mrs. Beulah Jones I cxpiredi 717 Riley: Mrs.
Modena Hackett (expired) 904 Poplar St.;
Mrs. Pearl Dunn expired) Dexter.

CHIROPRACTIC OUTLOOK
By Dr. Mary Breerierao
yer

SLEEPING BITTER
THROUGH CHIROPRACTIC
You'll idea and ales better with
regular spied *Ornaments Row
come
much ,..-sad tansioncanaed bromide as
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towpathon to the sensitive miens
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healthful deep.
Your chiropractor locates the
origin of this mom pressure Unit
le Hooking mensal mane flow sad
leterferieg with eireeledes. Ups
Ending nerve resew,odes in the
displaiied segnissels of year opiate,
he or ehe ors.gleile alwauel

ratz

esenipislatios
ags
mean to relieve the impingement,
rewswieg the vertebral pressen
on nerves and spied cord.
Alined at aloe, you feel relief
from dist Irritating "ksotted"
feebly diet kept you toasiag
slirspleady.
Peseented as • envies to the
eeniannellip
Brooringoloyer
Hada% Awarsoses Coptic
4 Maw EastOn Hwy.94
Murray.Rastocky 43571
Plow(NS)MINSOutMillie 1411041•41116
Meng MIA'.WIp.a.Waftaro Miley
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Since you admittedly are "not- content." I suggest
you seek therapy to learn why $ou find your mate
of over in years -physically repugnant" because of
a protruding tummy and a -Joliet.- time -etched face.
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Mount St. Helens continues activity
VANCOUVER. Wash
Mount St Helens
was trembling with small
earthquake's as it began
Its third springtime of activity. and continues tee
build toward another
mild eruption, scientists
Say
The volcano first stirred to life in this century
almost three years ago
Its May 18, 1980, blast left
59 people dead or missing
anti sent aloft an ash
cloud that circled the
globe
The mountain e•ootinues tee be unpredictable.
but, for now. Netentists
sa) it has settled into a
pattern of steam bursts,
earthquakes. rockfalls
snow me Its and mild
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By Abigail Van Buren

Husband Wants New
Trim on Old Model
HEAR ABBY We have been married for over 41) years.
and I am not happy at the moment I am a fairly aurae
tive. sports minded, golf and tennis playing male of 69
My wife 'I'll call her •'Hernice") is 60, plays_nine hula of
golf twice a week while riding in a golf cart and says
that's enough exert-me for her
Hernice has premature wrinkling all over her loyely fate
I find this repugnant At my insistence We saw a plasto
surgeon who told her she was an ideal candidate 1411 1104
cessful cosmetic surgery, but she wants no part of such an
operation because she' as "afraid" of surgery Her mother
was a psychotic who refused to stay above the first floor
of any hotel, and FT afraid Bernice has inherited some or
her mother's irrational fears
Bernice is a good wife and mother Its probably to.. late
in our lives to make any changes, and I don't really want
to. but I would like her to go to exercise chooses and build
up her stamina so we could play la holes together and
enter the club mixers I also want her to have cosmeti,
surgery I almost forgot another unattractive feature She
has a lower stomach protuberance that I find physicallv
repugnant She blames it on having had children, but I've
seen women with figures like teen agent who'ye had more
children than she's had
I've offered to take aerobic sistnerng of join-an exercise
club with her to help build up her stamina and improye
her figure, but she spurns the idea
Am I asking to.. much of her'
NOT CONTENT IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR NOT: Yes. No one should be asked to submit to cosmetic surgery to please another. And although an exercise program would improve your
wife's stamina and figure, your reasons for pushing
it seem more selfish than loving.

Mating game turns
into waiting game
WASHINGTON ( AP) —
The mating is over and
the waiting has begun at
the National Zoo.
After four days of varying degrees of
togetherness, giant pandas Ling-Ling and Hsing/Laing are settling back
into normal routine while
zoo officials are watching
the calendar.
If all the right things
happen, Ling-Ling will
give birth between late
July and early September
to the first .panda cub
born in the United States.
Hsing-Hsing, however,
would have good reason
to ask Ling-Ling whether
the cub is his.
After seven seasons of
relative disinterest, the
two pandas finally mated
last Friday. But to increase the chance of success, zoo officials artificially inseminated
Ling-Ling twice during
the weekend with sperm
from Chia-Chia, her
onetime suitor.
Zoo officials "don't
care" who the father
might be, Dr. Devra
Kleiman, head of
zoological research, said
Sunday after Ling-Ling's
annual heat, or time of
conception, ended for

1983.
Officials said it may be
possible to establish the
father's identity through
genetic tests when the
hoped-for panda cub is
several years old.
Except for Friday's
mating. Ling-Ling and
Haing-Hsing displayed
their usual moods —
disinterest and hostility
— for much of the time
they were together. In
fact, Ms. Kleiman said,
Saturday's meeting ended in "a fight in midmorning."
Zoo officials say they
are optimistic about getUng a baby panda.
"We are encouraged
because we had a natural
elating and two artificial
laseminations," Ms.
Kleinisn said.
It will be some time in

June before urine
samples might show hormonal changes that could
indicate whether LingLing is pregnant, according to Ms. Kleiman.
She said, however, that
because panda cubs
weigh only about five
ounces at birth, no one
will be certain until
September comes and a
baby panda does or
doesn't appear.
Dr. Mitchell Bush, the
zoo's veterinarian-in charge, said panda cubs
have been produced in
China using both natural
mating and artificial insemination during the
same conception period.
Ms. Kleiman said that
Ling -Ling was inseminated with ChiaChia's sperm because
"he's a proven breeder "

DV AR 'TART:0 'tell her the truth - that you retells./
lo ye her, but that e,u also need to be listened
and you feel hurt and fruatratt.t1 w hen she doesn't
allow you to talk If you can't soy this to her, put it
in a letter. hut do get the mes%age to her. Don't be
critirtil or )udgmental - just vtate the facts. She
w ill rettpect IIU for it. And she may talk les* and
listen more.
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(Bass if available). The Hybrid Blue Gill will reach the weight of
2 vx to 3 pounds.
at tile following location:

Delivery will be:

TUESDAY, MARCH 29 Southern

States Co-op

(502)733-1423

Timc 8:00-9:00 A M

Call your local store to place your order or call toll free 1-8006434439.

FY ery teen-ager should know the truth about
drugs, sex and how to he happy For 1htiv 'It booklet,
send $2 and a long, stamped (37 cents), selfaddreamed ins elope to: Abby,
144M)k let, P.O. 144)11
:04923, Holly a(mid. Calif. 0003s

Rt. 3 Box 337-C
Harrisburg, AR.72432
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D&T
Warehouse Foods
623 South 4th

It's The Total
...r..".

On The Tape
That Counts

Prices Good While Supplies Last,

Folgers

Buttermilk

Shortening

Coffee

$1°9

V2 Gal.

42 oz. Can

$233
99'

1 lb. Con

Perkily

Margarine

Lucky Leaf Cherry

Pie Filling

2 ,089'

21 oz

1 lb.

Turner Milk Gal.

2.19

Zest° Crackers 1 lb. Box 79'
Lynn Grove Large

Field

Reelfoot

Eggs

Sausage

59

b $1 19

Bologna
16.$1 29

Dos.

Bah

Reelfoot

Paper Towels
4

Bacon

6

$129

Jumbo Roll

12 oz. pkg.

Fun Buddies 12 oz. pkg. 69'

%stockers Grape Jelly 3 lb. Jar $1.19
Bush's

Corn

16 oz. can

3 torsi 19

Turner

10 lb. White

Ice Cream

Potatoes

Of

Mt. Dew

ph.
1601.
Plus
Deposit

89

$369
4 qt. pail

Pepsi
Diet Pepsi

•

Murray, Ky.

Richtex

004

,

• 'i./'.,..

Turner

Sacramento-bound bus
about 8 p.m., said a
California Highway
Patrol dispatcher in
Truckee, who declined to
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spun out, hit an embankment and drifted back Into the path of a

be named.
Hunter said no other
vehicles were involved in
the crash of the westbound vehicles, which occurred at about the 4,000foot level on a downhill
section of the highway in
the Sierra Nevada
foothills, approximately
131 miles northeast of San
Francisco,
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was open," said Placer
County sheriff's dispatcher Carol Hunter about
Sunday night's accident.
A bus bound for
Marysville lost control,
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4W4 FISH
It's time for Stocking!
Channel Catfish, Hybrid Blue Gill, Fathead Minnows,

• ••

Three killed
in accident
AUBURN, Calif. (API
— Two "gamblers!
specials" charter buses
returning from Reno
crashed on mountainous,
snow-slick Interstate 80,
killing three people and
injuring 56 others,
authorities said.
"There was a light
snow falling and the road
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State observes National Agriculture Day
FRANKFORT
The
first day of spring should
be double exciting in Kentucky this year as state
Agri( ulture ('ommissioner All)en W Barkley
II h4s proclaimed today
as National Agriculture
Day in Kentucky
The day has been
designated in conjunction
with National Agnculture
Week Mart h 18-24, so
that ;Joule, around the
state tart organire ii( o.„iiies tie t clebrate the
role of agriculture in
• er% one s lives Barkley,
Agrit ulture Is more
than produt non fat is arid
figures " the- CommisAs
empha sued
the. theme of the IA 4'ek
thi• bgoli IL;1111 IS a
!lumen ha in
he usands
of Kent tie klaiti. are Ito s-el it
11,;111% Acris
prim- re(paret1

kgort
(

4IP

to produce and deliver
agricultural commodities
for America "
Last year. more than
103.000 people were
employed on Kentucky
farm operations They
produced the raw
materials which were
then 'processed. packaged. marketed,
transported and consumed here, throughout the
nation and abroad
'The food chain is one
of human hands linked
together. eat h making a
contribution to the final
goal," Barkley said
Each link must be
strong to keep every
other link in the t•hairi
strong It is through
celebrations like- this that
America's farmers. and
the food and fiber s% stem
:is a Wiwi.. tpecorne• bettrr
understottd and more
widely appret lated

"SERVING
PURCHASETHE
ENTIRE
AREA"

Agriculture is Kentucky's No 1 industry
The state ranks first in
the nation in burley
tobacco production and is
second only to Texas in
white corn production
.
The state is among the
top 20 states in production
of soybeans. corn for
grain corn for silage.
sorghum for grain and
silage. has, popcorn.
winter wheat, barley.
cheese. milk, cattle and
hogs
-Each Kentuckian has
a direct interest in the nation's food and fiber
system Agri( ulture is a
vital chain in life
it
keeps us fed. clothed and
working.'' Barkley added
To celebrate National
the
AgricuRure Day
Department of
Agriculture is sponsoring
exhibits an the lobby of
the. Capital Plaia Tower
in Frankfort on today
from 10 a in to 3 30 pUi
hull %ill show how the
department regulates the
industry for the benefit of
farmers and conS-umers

Visitors of the exhibits
can also get a taste of
good Kentucky food products by lunching at
booths set up by the Kentucky Pork Producers
Association and the Kentucky Poultry Federation. The pork groups will
be selling its famous
sausageburgers. and the
pocItry groups will
prepare "kangaroo sandwiches," a combination
Of scrambled eggs.
crumbled sausage. ched-

;overnment festivities
for the 10th annual
Agriculture Day today include a petition by former
secretaries of agriculture
asking that schools teach
more about the nation's
food supply and where it
comes from
The petition will be sent
to all state governors urging them to support an
.agriculture in the

SHELTER INSURANCE
S114.LD

law
Farmowners
Another good thing
from the
Shield of Shelter

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS
d;

We've got
the Shield

753-3404

Grain
ItOr
I
Merchandising
RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.

and

pita

in terms of jobs. productivity. -exports and
fighting inflation, a
stronger agriculture
means a stronger
America." Barkley said.
.•National Agriculture
Day is a nationwide effort
to tell these facts to the
Amencan people. Every
one of us is affected by
what happens in
agriculture

•

Dan 522 Main
McNutt 753.0445

1- or your
life
Health
Home
Car
F arm
Business

ALL THE SHIELD YOU'LL EVER NEED

ifs A STEAL!
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•
•

•
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Government festivities
highlight Ag Day

SHELTER

7

dar cheese
bread

AGRICULTURE
America's Heartbeat

1111111, Al A ltdoribUse Framordailas.

ia

classroom" program, the
Agricultural exports in the 1982 trade year were worth about $40
Agriculture Department
billion—eight times their value of 20 years ago and, despite a
said Tuesday.
worldwide recession, still the most positive factor in the U.S. trade
Signers include John R
picture. Every time farm exports' value increases by $1 billion,
Block and seven of his
predecessors
Bob
about 31,800jobs are created—most of thlm off farms and ranches.
Bergland. John A
That's one reason a prosperous agricultural economy is so imporKriebel. Earl I.. Butz,
tant to the whole economy.
Clifford M Hardin, Orville. I. Freeman, Ezra
Taft Benson and Charles
F' Brannan.
Please join us March 21 in observing Agriculture Day!
Although USDA's announcement did not mention it, an appearance at
the department by President Reagan is still in the
works according to program officials
Reagan's tentative
visit to USDA will be
The 1983 observance of issue the proclamation famous Goodyear
folloWed by Block attending a National Press Agriculture Day has been late in the winter, the "NightSign" blimps will
Club luncheon to be held scheduled for today
foundation said.
display during
as one of the Agriculture
That date will be the
The purpose of Agriculture Week, for the
Day activities.
midpoint of an Agriculture Day, first second year, an animated
In the afternoon, ex- Agriculture Week in celebrated 10 years ago, version of the Agriculture
hibits showing variou.s many communities. ac- is not only to recognize Day symbol
a U.S.
programs of USDA agen- kording to t h e the farmers. ranchers. map cut out of an eleccies will be opened to the Agriculture Council of hortultura lists and trocardiogram, with a:
public
America Education aquaculturalists who pro- barn and silo in the
A private reception will Koundat ion in duce the hundreds of center. The symbol
be held for members of Washington. D.C., na- agriculural commodities represents the theme of
Congress and farm tional coordinators of but also to provide a agriculture as
leaders in the evening at Agriculture Day ac- forum for educating "America's heartbeat."
the department It will be
others about the inMaterials developed by
sponsored by the
Last September, the dustry's workings and the foundation for the
Agriculture Council of Congress for the third needs.
1983 observance emAmerica Education consecutive year approvThe observance em- phasize agriculture, the
Foundation, and the Na- ed a Joint resolution braces a wide array of "food chain," as a
tional Agriculture Day authorizing the pro- community-oriented ac- "human chain" — an atSteering Committee.
clamation of the 1983 tivities nationwide, from tempt to make the
Agriculture Day was Agriculture Day as an of- parades and special ex- general public realize
started informally a ficial national obser- hibits to local and that more than 20 million
decade ago and gradually. vance. President Reagan regional radio and televi- persons' jobs, one-fifth of
hecaria• a national event. signed the resolution on sion programs.
the U.S. work force, are
Oct 14 and is expected to
Also, three of the generated by the prot Continued on Page 9,
ducers' work.
"After three straight
years of sharp declines in
total farm income, the
magnitude of
agriculture's role in the
Thinking about buying a farm? Then a
total economy must be
good place to start is your Land Bank
understood and apWe're the specialists in long-term
preciated by all before it
agricultural credit Your Land Bank
is too late," said
offers competitive ?merest rates, flexible terms and
Lawrence V. Gray, a
affordable payments to fit your long-term plans Call or
Nampa. Idaho, fanner
stop by your Land Bank office today Your new place may
and chairman of the
be more affordable than you thought
board of the Agriculture
Council of America.
Ovtpest Offic•
ACA is a nonpartisan
is Mame
nonprofit organization of
Every Teesday At The PCA Office
producers, local farmClose to the land and the people who work if
641N. 753-5602
related businesses,
associations,
cooperatives and national
agricultural firms.
Promotional and planning activities for the 1963
Agriculture Day observance have been undertaken by a new National
Agriculture Day Steering
(Continued on Page 9)

Agriculture Day port of
week-long observance

Before you buy
your new place,
stop by our place.'

41110 The
Land Bank

HERE! NOW!
PRICES SLASHED UP TO $7,000
ON NEW MASSEY-FERGUSON
TRACTORS!
Massey F- erguson is giving us big
factory allowances on most new
1982 model ME tractor (34 hp and
up) in our inventory and we re pass-

Southern States

ing the big savings on to you now'
On utility-size up to the big powerful
MF 2000 series tractors

PLUS SPECIAL-RATE FINANCING
OR WAIVER OF FINANCE CHARGES...
YOUR CHOICE!
Great financing options on all new
ME agricultural tractors -- including
new,1983 models --- 34 hp and up
when you finance with Massey
Annual percentage rates of 9 4°.,, to
14 9°0, depending on the repayment

period you choose or pay no
finance charges until June 1, 1983

USED TRACTOR WAIVER No
finance charges til June 1, 1983 on
selected used tractors. too

Vegetable Seed Day
All Vegetable Seeds
25% off
Jackson-Perkins Roses
25% off
Starks Brothers Fruit Trees25% off

Ham Day

GRAB YOUR DEAL AND RUN!
Make your move now...these "steals" good only thru
April 29, 1983

SEE US FOR DETAILS...NOW!

ME

Stokes Tractor
Implement Co.

Industrial Road

Ham sandwiches and coffee,served from 11
a.m. - 1 p.m. by the Southern States Farm
Home Advisory Ladies Committee.
Industrial Road

7534319
•

Murray

753-1423
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Export legislation would reduce farm income
WASHINGTON. C
Legislation requiring a
percentage of all exports
to be shipped on U S
vessels would be
disastrous to U
bean fanners, a delegation of Kentucky soy bean
farmers told congressional leaders last week
According to Kentucky
Soybean Association
President. Herschel
O'San, of Morganfield.
the recently introduced
"Competitive Shipping

and Shipbuilding Act of
1983- Mould reduce farm
income anal erode U S
soe bean exports by forcing shipment on mon:
costle U S s essels
The bill introduced by
Rep Linde Boggs
would require that
percent of all U s dr)
anal liquid imports and
exports be carried be
hulk carriers .built and
manned be
S citizens
Furtho.rmore the bill
stipula(e, that thy
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Dairy princess gets hands dirty
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The 1983-84 Kentucke
State Dairy Princess isn't
a beauty queen wheiis
afraid to dirty her hands
in fact, she gets up at :1
a.m every day and milks
cosvs
Susan Kaye Barnett of
Auburn, a sophomore at
Murray State University .
works on the university
dairy • farm She was
crowned at the state
pageant recently in

BIG TURNIP - Six-year-old Kristi Morton proudly shows off the two and one-quarter pound turnip
grown by her grandfather. Paul Wilson, Rt. 4.
Wilson recently picked the turnip from his garden
and had it weighed at a local produce company. It
was reported that the turnip was "the biggest one
ever seen around here."

A requirement for all
girls competing 'in -the
pageant IN that they live
on a farm Miss .Barnett
said she thinks that requirement makes this
particlar pageant different from most
"We're just country
girls." she said. "The
pageant is really judged
on what you know about
the American Dairy
Association."

Sunflowerseed production
predicted to take tumble
WASHINGTON I AP)
It appears sunflowerseed
production will take a
sharp tumble this year,
say Agriculture Department analysts.
According to a recent
survey_ farmers in the
four major production
states
Minnesota.
North Dakota, South
Dakota and Texas -- intend to plant about 186
million acres of
sunflowers this year.
down 23 percent from
more than 5.01 million
'acres in 1982.
Fifteen years ago,
farmers planted fewer
than 100,000 acres of
sunflowers a year. Some
were grown to produce a
high-quality vegetable
oil, others for non-oil pur-

poses. including seed
roasted and marketed as
snack foods.
As an oilseed. the crop
has a market link to soybeans and ('ottonseed,
and has an important role
in world trade.
Beginning in the early
1970s. when world demand exploded for many
U.S. farm commodities,
sunflowers hit the big
time for many producers.
Prices at the farm rose
accordingly, from an
average of leis than $5
per 100 pounds in 1972 to
$8.06 in 1973 and to a
record $16.70 per hundredweight in 1974.
Prices stayed above $10
until the huge crop of 1979
when the season average
dropped to $8.93.

Continued from Page 8)
including state and local dampened a bit by Peter
activities scheduled to C. Myers. chief of
draw attenton to the na- USDA's Soil Conservation's food system.
tion Service.
This year's observance
Farmers and ranchers
was boosted by Congress should take note of "the
in a joint resolution last need to reduce soil eroSeptember and signed by sion as part of an obserPresideat Reagan on Oct. vance of National
14, according to the spon- Agriculture Day." Myers
sors.
said Tuesday.
Despite agriculture's
Nearly three billion
problems with sagging tons of soil erode from the
farm income, reduced ex- nation's cropland each
ports and surplus year, a loss that seriously
stockpiles of key crops, threatens long-term
the accomplishments of agricultural productivity
the nation's producers in many areas.
are generally recognized
"We need to take steps
as unsurpassed in the to curb soil loss," Myers
world.
said. "Losses are very
Still, problems do exist, serious in many areas,
and the enthusiasm with some farms losing
among Agriculture Day as much as 150 tons of soil
planners may have been per acre per year."

Observance...
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of Farm Bureau leaders
will conduct on-farin
visits and neighborhood
"sweeps' II) invite nom
niember farmers into, the
orgaturation
Ii,' reef iii t iii.' ist
groups will tte armeol
with inform:du on packets
filled es ith
.if
Farm Bureau's 111.1111
member service programs. Everman soul.
plus estimates of substaii•
(sal tax savings re.sliteil
by Kogan( ke fanners ,is.,
result sit Farm leurt.au's
hugh Is 5I15'IA'S.1f iii list)1 a%
ing program
Farm Bin
S that
farmers at rims thy state
SaVe an estimated 140 is,
properte
$50 million
taxes each eras-. anal
several aalalitiona
millions 1111 S.:1111'N t,axs :15 .1
result of tax exemplum.
won by the forganitation -s
lobbyists
The savings 1 1,1111'
primarily from realuced
assessments on farnilan.1
provided be a 1'1,•
amendment ta.o,the. state
Constitution, and from
legislates' exemptions for
farm input items from
the 5 per cent Kt.:Ruck%
sales tax
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Flippens Now Offers
Over 20 Different
Types Of Cheeses

•Danish Baby Munster Cheese
•Skandia Sharp White Cheddar
'Iceland Baby Swiss Cheese
•Swedish farmer Cheese
•Old Canada Sharp American
'Milwaukee Beer Kaese Cheese
-ALSO•Merkts Cheese Spreads
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Baby Chicks
Are Here!
When You
Are Buying Your Next
Garden Seeds, Ask What
Happens If They
Don't Come Up!
Then Come Ask Us

BUCHANAN FEED & SEED
INDUSTRIAL RD. MURRAY, KY,

Free Replant On Garden Seed
**II
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LOUISVILLE:
The. to enlist new farmer
month of March has been members for tfoe
set aside as "Farm organization.
Bureau Membership
Paul El:et- Man, exMonth' across Kentucky. ecutive vice president of
The special obser- Kentucky Farm Bureau,
vance. aided by pro- says the state's largest
clamations from Gov farm organization has
John Y. Brown Jr. and realized a tnembership
many local officials. Is gain for 21 consecutive
tied to a concerned effort years, but notes that
by Farm Bureau leaders significant numbers of
farmers remain in the
non-member categore
"We're taking the position that all farmers have
(Continued from Pagel( i
a stake in Farm Bureau's
Committee chaired by success," Evennan said,
Robert I.. Green of the "and we believe all will
J.I. Case Company want to be dues-paid
agricultural equipment members as they. become
division in Racine. Wis. aware of the orcanicaIts 49 members include tion's prestige, its sets ice.
representatives of the -programs and its ros orris
U.S. Department of of success over the past
Agnculture. the White six decades
Hou‘e, general farm
"We're going to tell Ma
organizations. commodi- fanning neighbors that
ty organizations and the $20 Farm Bureau
numerous agriculture dues is a small investand food -industry ment that will pay
associations.
dividends in programs
Further information and services worth many
about Agriculture Day times that much," he
can be had by writing the said.
ACA Education FoundaSpecial membership
tion, Suite 706. 1625 Eye drives are being planned
Street. N.W.. in a number of counties,
Washington, D.C. 20006.
Everman noted Teams
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'Farm Bureau Membership' observed

Government festivities...

Farm Profit

tier speech about life
on a dairy farm won the
prepared speech contest
which counted for a fifth
of the total points awarded 0ther criteria liar
judging included pools,.
and appearance. impromptu speech, a per•
Nona' interview anal
previous activities
She 4.9mpeted in thy
pageant last year anal
es om the title of Miss Congeniality
his s.ear I was more
prepared because I knew
what would happen I
think I had a lot of support bet•a
I had tweii
in it the year before." she
said
Miss Barnett seas
a wanted a $500 wardrobe, a bouquet of roses
and a crown worth more
than $200 She will also
draw a monthly salare
for speeches she will give

Seed Potatoes

$10.95 hundred lbs.
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%larch 21 113
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Utah challenges Wolfpack for Cinderella tag in NCAA
Princeton 51-12 in the
West
As Atlantic Coast Conference champions.
North Carolina State appears to have more solid
credentials than Utah.
but the Wolfpack was only 17-10 in the regular
season before three
In other games Sunday. straight victories in the
St John's beat Rutgers ACC tournament gave it
66-55 and Ohio State an automatic berth in the
defeated Syracuse 74-74 NCAA
North Carolina State
in the East Regional.
Memphis State ousted edged Pepiwrdine 69-67 in
Georgetown 66-57 and the first round before
Iowa swamped Missouri upsetting Nevada-Las
77-5:1 m the Midwest. Vegas on 6-foot-11 center
Thurl Bailey's rebound
I if tt11'
WallIS retnalll• I4nnsville toppled Tennessee 70-57-and Indiana basket with four seconds
ln the Ilittl1111:11 Chill11plii11111111
bairn:mit-M. 13 whipped Oklahoma 6349 left Bailey tipped in the
rebound of a missed 20arc
14 litl 100.1,a, in the Mideast and Boston
.,71,1 North Carolina College stopped footer by I )ereck Whitten-

By WILLIAM BARNARD
AP Sports Writer
Utah and North
Carolina state iflUrt
Thurvia% night in the
final fitting session for
this yrars glass slipper
at the NCAA basketball
tournanient
'I he W.,Ifpack i hallengI.;trN
Vd tb
for the
l'inderella tag Sunday
with a last-gasp 71-70 vic•
tory over sixth-ranked
,,,i1a-Las Vegas Utah
and North Carolina State
Ili i• et
in the West
Rcviiirial semifinals at
I igilen, Utah

Shimmy Shine Process
f oft,

burg to give North
Carolina State its fifth
close victory ins row.
•'When it came off the
run I tried to bp it in the
first time." Bailey said.
-It rolled off and there
were a couple of hands on
IL so I grabbed it and.sal
was falling back. I just
threw it off the board and
it dropped "
-.What can I say' It
was a one-pointer. That's
five of those close ones in
a row for us." Wolfpack
Coach Jim Valvano said
•1 said it would be a onepoint game and it was
There's luck involved in
this, too I call it the luck
factor. Don't discount it.••
Nevada-Las Vegas led
52-40 with 11:40 _remaining. but the Runnin•
Rebels allowed the
Wii!ipack to come bark
by missing several
layups and free throws
-We haven't been a
good free throw team all
year and it came back to
hurt us in a big game."
said UNLV Coach Jerry
Tarkaman
Nevada -Las Vegas.
UCI.A and No. 10
Missouri are the only
seeded teams land the
only ones in the Top Ten
who aren't among the 16
who advanced to regional
sermfinaLs with victories
on Saturday and Sunday.
Greg Stokes scored 22
points as Iowa easily
handled the Tigers in the
Midwest Regional at
Louisville to advance to
the next round against
No 13 Villanova at Kansas (*ity of Friday
In the first game of the
Midwest doubleheader,
Keith Lee hit eight of 11
shots from the field and
had 22 points and 15 rebounds to lead 17th-ranked Memphis State
past No. 20 Georgetown
( corg town's sophon mre
star. Patrick Ewing. had
24 points and nine. .rebounds, but he was in foul
trouble for much of the
game and also missed
four dunk shots.
Memphis State meets
top-ranked liou.ston in the
other Kansas City
semifinal.
Third -ranked St.
John's, the top seed in the
East, got 24 points from
Chris Mullin to defeat
Rutgers despite a shaky
first half at Hartford.
-

State the only unseeded
teams
Utah. whose 18-13
record Is now the worst In
the tournament, beat No
.7 UCLA Saturday after
opening the tournament
with an upset triumph
over Illinois

Cm,

Finish Like New
AUTO
LAUNDRY
)
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753-1331
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Closed
Sunday

Open Friday 8. Sat.
7 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Open Mon. thru Thurs.
7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
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Murray State continues
its winning streak in
men's tennis as the
Racers reeled off two impressive weekend victories over Evansville
and Indiana State.
Both matches were
played in Murray with
Evansville falling 6-1 and
Indiana State surrendering 6-0 in a shortened
match.
The win was Murray's
14th straight and improves the Racers'
record to 14-1.
Tuesda-y Murray hosts
Travecca of Nashville
and Wednesday Michigan
State visits the MSU cam-
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The amount of your electric
bill is in your hands

753 - 5570

Lady Racers
Murray State's Lady
Racers jumped off to a 5-1
record in their opening
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weekend to buy tickets
for tonight's game.
"Driving to the Tulane
game. I saw a sign
wishing the basketball
team good luck and that's
the first sign I've seen
like that in 17 years,"
said Coach Moe Iba.
There's an interesting
local rivalry in Rosemont, where traditional
national power DePaul
plays traditional Big 10
doormat Northwestern,
which won its first postseason game ever last
week by trouncing Notre
Dame, 71-57 at the
Horizon. DePaul, also
playing in Rosemont,
edged Minnesota 76-73. The game has created a
lot of local interest. Nor- thwestern Coach. Rich
Falk says he'd be disappointed if 17,000 fans
don't turn up at the game
and DePaul assistant Joe
Meyer says: "Our phone
is ringing off the hook."

portion of the spring tennis season recently, including a win in the consolation of the Northeastern Louisiana
MUNICH, West GerTournament in Monroe, many i AP
Brian
1.a.
Teacher defeated fellow
American Mark Dickson
14, 6-4, 6-2. 6-3 to win a
$300,000 WCT indoor tennis tournament Sunday.
South African Kevin
Curren and American
Steve Denton won the
doubles title by beating
Heinz Guenthardt of
Switzerland and
Hungarian Balazs Taroczy 7-5,24,6-1.
To date the MSU
women have beaten
Arkansas State twice, 8-1,
Millsaps. 9-0, ArkansasLittle Rock, 6-3, TexasROTTE ti I) A M ,
San Antonio, 5-4, and Netherlands I AP)
they've lost to Southern Gene Mayer, defeated
Illinois, 5-4
top-seeded Guillermo
Friday the Lady Vilas of Argentina 6-1, 7-6
Racers are scheduled to Sunday for the Abn World
participate in the Univer- Tennis Tournament
sity of Tennessee-Martin Grand Prix ChampionInvitational
ship..

WCT Indoor

ABN World

Specials Good
Mon-Fri
11-4
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,
.
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Points and 7.6 rebounds a
game. Charlie Sitton, one
of the few holdovers from
last year's NCAA
quarterfinalists. leads
the Beavers with an 19point average,
But Carl Tacy of Wake
Forest isn't as happy to
be on the road. tie
thought the Deacons
would get to play at home
after going to Murray
State.
Wake Forest beat Murray 87-80 while Vanderbilt was downing East
Tennessee at home,
where it has a 14-2 record
this year. But Vandy
Coach C.M. Newton says,
"We'll have to play better
than we did against East
Tennessee."
The rona-Nebraska,
game has suddenly kindled basketball spirit in
Lincoln. Neb., where football has always been
king. The Cornhuskers
'downed Tulane 72-65 last
week and fans lined up all

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

a 1111111

amid. end noir you tie* eiectricity

After the North
Carolina State upset of
Nevada-Las Vegas,
Boston College held
Princeton without a field
goal in the first 14'2
minutes of the second
half to turn a close game
its way. Jay Murphy
scored 17 points for the
11th-ranked Eagles, who
led 41-30 after the Tigers

missed their first 12 shots
from the floor after
halftime.
Boston College meets
Virginia, the top-seeded
team in the West
Regional, in the other
half of Thursday's
doubleheader
In Saturday's games.
Georgia edged Virginia
Commonwealth 56-54 and
North Carolina bombed
James Madison 68-49 in
the East. Virginia
outlasted Washington
State 54-40 and Utah
upset UCLA 67-61 in the
West, Houston whipped
Maryland 60-50 and
Villanova nipped Lamar
60-58 in the Midwest. and
Arkansas beat Purdue 7868 and Kentucky topped
Ohio University 57-40 in
the Mideast.

Tennis at a Glance

•
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The Privateers are led
by Mark Pettaway. a 6-7
senior who averages 17.8

/
(
1 11°1%1

Foals
•-•

''They're an interesting
ballclub and they play'
under control," Oregon
State Coach Ralph Miller
says of New Orleans, -to
which Smith concurs:
"we do a little bit of
everything."

T•surinnals

rr,
•••• •••,.. -

Louisville takes on
Arkansas and Indiana
meets Kentucky in the
Mideast semifinals at
Knoxville. Tenn . on
Thursday.

night. lows will be at
Nebraska: Virginia Tech at South Carolina, Fresno
State at Michigan State,
Wake Forest at Vanderbilt. South Florida at
Mississippi. Northwestern vs. DePaul at
Rosemont. Ill., and Texas
Christian at Arizona
State

Al(tidos L'IwA

Aell.rday
'4

By The Associated Press
When you're trying to
build a basketball reputation at a little-known
school, you don't complain when the National
Invitation Tournament
ships you halfway across
the country.
We will go anywhere
and play anyone at any
time,•• says Don Smith,
whose New Orleans team
will play Oregon State
Monday night in . Corvallis, ()re -This is a
chance for Os to get exposure in another part of
the country."
Smith's Privateers. 23C. didn't have to go far for
their first victory, traveling up to Baton Rouge to
beat Louisiana State, 9994 in overtime That gave
them some prestige in
their home state; now
they're seeking it at a national level.
"One coach told me
they may be the most
underrated club in the
country." said Lanny
Van Ernan, an assistant
coach at 19-10 Oregon
State. which downed
Idaho 77-59 in its firstround game.
•'They don't have any
obvious weakness."
In other NIT quarterfinal games Monday
- -
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Fifth-ranked Indiana
got 22 points on 10-of-17
shooting from Randy Wittman and effectively used
delay tactics in the final
14 minutes to beat
Oklahoma.

New Orleans doesn't mind travel
especially with tourney attention

A1( ary alio IRV

S41/1•Sal I 1.anle•
:11 • •

In Sunday's East
opener, Tony Campbell
scored eight of his 17
points on rebound baskets
in a span of 7 11 in the second half to lead Ohio
State over Syracuse
In the East Regional
semifinals at Syracuse on
Friday. St John's meets

SW.isy lieo•11111
.• ^.
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Our offense wasn't going, but our defense kept
us in there." Mullin said,
referring to two steals by
Billy Goodwin that led to
baskets during the St
John's comeback
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Georgia arid Ohio State
faces North Carolina
In khe Mideast
doubleheader at
Evansville. Ind., Charles
Jones and Lancaster Gordon scored 18 points
apiece to lead No 2
Louisville past Tennessee. the 30th victory in
34 games for the Cardinals, including the last
14 in a row An 11-2 spurt
midway through the second half put Louisville in
control after Tennessee
cut a seven -point
halftime deficit to 45-43
"I thought we did a
good job of keeping the
ball out of Ellis' hands,"
Louisville Coach Denny
Crum.said. Dale Ellis, an
All-American. was held
to 13 points 10 under his
average

tra

• 4. 4.,

I A511 55 11 PhIr EtUr
.!•41 I

Conn The Rettgen feU
behind 26-1 9 while
shooting only 39.4 percent
in the first 35 minutes, but
then went ahead 29-28 at
halftime despite 74percent shooting by
Rutgers

Tilt, Cruise. Wire
Power Brakes
8.3(mit mules. Air Conditioning, Clock
4 door, Red

Covers.

Power

interior.

Steering,

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

641 S. Murmi

Western Sizzlin Steak Houses
Monday 8 Oz. Chop
99
Rot 2 99 Only 5/
Tues. 6 Oz. Chop With Salad
$259
Wed. Free Salad With
8 Oz. Chop
"759-5555
..406 12th p2

1'414 II I III NI BR

. 14.x

II 1)1.114

1 IMF• Monda. Mar. Is 21 '4.1

Henry Clay's Devils
edge Carlisle County
for boys state crown

Walker's not working

Chicago, Denver give Allen cold shoulder
By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
Clucago gave George Allen the cold shoulder.
The coach co( the Windy City's entry in the United
States Football League brought the Blitz into snow)
Soldier Field Sunday, and barely one-third of the
68,000 seats in the ancient edifice were filled.
And the Denver Gold left the Blitz with a cold.
empty feeling. too. Quarterback Ken Johnson swept
into the end zone on a fourth-down, 1-yard keeper
with 18 seconds remaining to defeat Chicago. The
16-13 defeat was the second last-minute loss by the
Blitz in two weekends.
"It's like a doctor doing a lot of things properly
and then the patient dies." said Allen.
In Sunday's other games. unbeaten Tampa Bay
routed winless New Jersey 32-9 as John Reaves
threw three touchdown passes and the Bandits shut
down Herschel Walker, and the Boston Breakers
edged winless Washington 19-16 on Tim Mazzetti's
29-yard field goal with 27 seconds to play.
On Saturday night, Oakland outlasted Michigan
33-27 and Arizona defeated Los Angeles 21-14
Tonight. Philadelphia visits Birmingham.
Denver Coach Red Miller said he never considered playing it safe, going for the "sure" three
points with a field goal and then hoping for a shot at
victory in overtime. "We didn't think 'kick' at all,''
Miller said. "I didn't want to tie. We wanted to win
and it was a big, big win for our young team."
Johnson drove Denver 70 yards to its winning
touchdown, passing twice to tight end Bob Niziolek
for gains of. 14 and 13 yards, the second completion
putting the ball at the Chicago 34ard line. Three
plays gained just two yards, setting up the fourthand-1.
"I took a good look at the goal line nght before the
play." Johnson said. "It looked like a yard and a
half away." And with the snow and the wind, the
footing was treacherous. But Johson crossed up the
defense, sweeping around left end and scooting over
a goal line he couldn't see because of the snow.
Greg Landry's 42-yard touchdown pass to Lenny
Willis and field goals of 27 and 38 yards by John
Roveto accounted for the Blitz scoring. Harry
Sydney set up a field goal by Brian Speelman with a
36-yard run, then sprinted 30 yards for the first TD
by the Gold.

Bandits 32, Generals 9
Walker had been onls mediocre in the Genera.s
first two games. both on the road, bs rushing for 65
and then 60 yards And in front of a home-opener
rowd of $1 17o
the largest atied•ire9.
the
USFL's three-week histors
he carried the ball 19
times for «ills 4944fards against a Tampa has
defense that kesed on him all das
Meanwhile. rireg Boone timed the ball 18 times
for 72 sant% and a score for Tampa Bas Reaves
threw for the Bandits other TI s
3 yards to
Boone. 2 ards to Fri, Truvillion and 10 yards to
Lewis Gilbert

Breakers 19, Federals 16
A tins home -opening r,INA of 18.430 in nearls as
tiny Nickerson Field capacity 20.535 saw Tim
Mazzetti continue his siziling. performance for the
Breakers with four field goals Matzetti had a
meteoric rise arid fall u ith Atlanta in the NVI. a few
years bai•k
But the real hero of the game was Bosion's 111154.
tackle, Jeff i ;,is lord Ile lined up opposite F'ederals
center Dave Pacella. a replacement for regular
long-ball snapper Bruce Byrom Two of I'd,•ella's
snaps
one ort a field-goal attempt the other iin
punt
were bungled, leading to a tout hdown and
the game-winning held goal bs the Breakers

Invaders 33, Panthers 27
Oakland quarterback Fred liesana ruined
Michigan's home opener. completing 24 of 30 11.1tiSes
for 341 yards and three tout hdowns, tuo of them to
Wyatt Henderson
It also overshadowed a sparkling , orneback
engineered by Bobby Hebert. the Panthers'
quarterback. twitched earls Hebert returned late
in the third period and threw three ID passes to
lirrek Hollowas

Wranglers 21, Express 14
Jirit ASITIUS. who hail climaxed Aritona

WHAT'S WRONG, WALKER' - Herschel
Walker hasn't lived up to his multi-million dollar
price tag yet for the winless New Jersey Generals,
having rushed for only 164 yards in three games. In
Sunday's 32-9 loss, Walker gained only 39 yards on
19 carries.
AP I aserphoto

cum
eback against the BM/ a week ago with a lastsecond field goal. kicked two field goals against the
Express. one of them a ti;-xar,Ier to drop 1,4.
Angeles from the unbeaten ranks
The Wranglers• other points came in rookie Alan
Rother's 45-yard pass to Jackie Flowers and I /arrsl
Clark's I -yard dive Fisch IA quarterback passed to
Kevin Williams for a TD Mike Rae's covermg
yards. Tom Ramsey's covering :i

Redus breaks slump with homer, Concepcion hits with style
By The Associated Press
Gary Redus broke out
of his slump in style and
Dave Concepcion kept
right on hitting with style
in baseball's preseason.
Redus, who will be the
Reds' leadoff hitter on
opening day, slugged a
grand slam homer Sunday in Cincinnati's 9-3 exhibition victory over the
Philadelphia Phillies.

Concepcion had three
hits, including a solo
homer, and his two runs
batted in gave him eight
in nine games.
"I don't know why, but
the for last couple of
days, I just wasn't
ready," said Redus. who
struck out six times in his
previous two games."My
concentration had broken
down. I had to stop strik-

mg out and so I had to Young hit his first tanner
concentrate on that "
of the spring in the sixth
off struggling left-hander
Apparently. he found
Jack Hobbs, who also
the secret in the fourth ingave up a solo shot to Ken
ning to key a six-run ralSingleton and issued four
ly
walks
A more familiar name
There were two ottier
grand slams hit in exhibe- than Iteklus or Young is
George ,Brett, who hit a
Don games Sunda y
Rookie outfielder Mike grand slam, a two-run
Young hit one for homer and drove in
Baltimore in its 9-1 vic- -another run to lead Kantory over MItttleSota
sas City to a 16-10 victory

over Pittsburgh
Brett
was 4-5
laudell VVashington
belted a pair of homer
and a single and knocked
in three runs as Atlanta
used a 16-hit attack to
blast 1.05 Angeles 12-1
The Braves broke open
the. gameiwith SCV en runs
in the- seventh inning
against relies:Cr. Ihtvc
Stewart and TOM Nteitellfuer, sending 12 batters to
the plate
Chris
Chamblms also hail three
hits for the Braves
Dwayne Murplis had
three doubles and dross.
in two rums. and Drives
nannents later
laves belits1 a 410Uhlr .11141
Scott Tucker picked up a..two-run hauler as
his second victors after Oakland routed Seattle 9
only 213 inning';; work, 3.
giving up only one hit
Montreal beat I'exas 'IU of I. took a 2-0 lead in I thanks to Tun
it N
a homer bs Dave Jackson two-run homer se hit ii
and an RBI single bs capped a five-run fifth in
Greg Neweinn
rung Starting pit, her
The second game saw Steve Rogers limited the
the IteritareLs snap Mur- Rangers to one hit os er
ray's seven-game u in the first six innings
streak with a 5-4 trimmSteve Kemp's tuo run
ing
double got the Yankees
Louisville 6-6 over- started on their seas to a
,
came a 3-4 Murray lead in 9-1 victory over the Met',
the third inning Scott Kemp's two hits raised
Peck had driven in two his preseason batting
runs with a double and average to 459
Carrell Boyd had brought
Tony Bernazard's tuoin another run with his out single in the eighth
RBI single
drove in Jerry Hairston,
But the Cardmab call- who had pinch-hit a doued home two in the top of ble, for the game's ants
the fourth and three in the run as the White Sox edgtop of the sixth, with the ed St. Louis 1-4) LaMarr
decisive run scoring on at Hoyt and Kevin Hickey
single by Mark Cambnne combined on the shutout
which was bobbled by
Rookie Mike Brown's
right fielder Clay Boone Leadoff homer in the third

'Breds split doubleheader with Louisville
The second game of
In Saturdas's
Murray was scheduled
Saturday's doubleheader to begin a five-day home Murray rallied behind a
with Louisville ended series with Nebraska- two-run homer by Clay
Murray State's seven- Omaha, but weather Boone in the bottom of the
game winning streak, but cancelled Sunday's open- seventh to win, 3-2
not before the 'Breds ing games and today's
Carrell Boyd singled
baseball team extended competition was ques- with one out in the,
their overall record to an tionable because of snow seventh and Boone
impressive 10-4.
brought him home. only
flurries.

Racer basketball banquet set
A basketball banquet
honoring the 1982-83 Ohio
Valley Conference champion Murray State
Racers will be held Friday at 6 p.m. in the
University Center

Ballroom
Tickets may be reserved by calling the MSU
basketball office, 7626804. Adult tickets cost 17
and children under 12 pay
&S.

The banquet will be
emceed by sportscaster
Joe Amato of Paducah
Channel 6 and a highlight
film of the season will be.
shown

MSU golfers place 8th in Panhandle
In their first golf tour- up 925 strokes compared
nament of the spring, to 873 by winner
Murray State's Racer Alabama.
golfers placed eighth in
Individually for MSU,
the Panhandle Intercollegiate Tournament at Steve Conley shot rounds
of 77-72-70 with his final
Fort Walton Beach. Fla.
The three-day, 36-hole round being low for the
tourney, saw MSU rack final day(Sunday

His efforts earned him
sixth overall, 220. four
strokes behind the winner.

Friday the Racers
begin another three-day allowing a run to score
tourney --- the Palmetto
Kerry Parker's record
Invitational -- at Santee. dipped to 1-1 despite
South Carolina.
relief work by Jeff(;ass

Organizational meeting
inarrig.
set for church softball
An organizational
meeting for the Calloway
County Church Softball
League will be held
Thursday at 7 p.m. at the
Westaide Baptist Church,
located on 15th Street
near Murray State
University.

Any church interested
in participating in the
League should have a
representative at the
meeting.
For additional infornia •
tion about the meeting,
call Tom Clembmen, 7599644.
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on Al Preitt's
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tear streaked
fate
The kids won this one for ms uife." the lienrs
(]as coach said
God bless 'ern' God bless ein
Thes se on it because thes wanted it •
Preuitis wife, Betts was in .1 1.exingtori his; ita:
Sat urdas night when the Blue 1 Wvils turned r,a, k
gallant Carlisle l'ounts team 3a-11 in the tit:.- s•.ime
iif the tie;th Kentucks
s High S, htnil Baskett,,i::
IOW-11.1111CW
All week. Sirs Prewitt hail shooed her hos!,arl
out of tier hospital room so he wouldn't negle !
team s practi,cc
Her ,levotion seal rewarded when forward .f
Bates put bat k missed stik,t as tune expired
third overtime of the lowest -s. owing
.hp i p
game slot e Hindman ,leteated Louisville St X.is ter
26 in 1943
1 he vii tors pat Press itt in an emotional (plan
dars (lit the .atic hand, there %a!, t'OlIcern for his
sa
wilt
fe
, On the other there was sheer et st.is‘ • tie
• I saw Bates go up and he nestled it right in the
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to be heard -We% e the din of the Blue Devik•
raucous lot kerripialp
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I .;el ti. the Sweet It, that often A nd
when Sun It s oti , and let it slip aSi•aS
Ittlt that's V. hat tla,1
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an end
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iloittile-fig Vire s,.+1",er illISS4.41 froth OW t urn-VI with
three se,
rein turning
Henri, t'l.p% s Jeff Blandon grabbed the rebound
ra, ed to mid, tort and latini tied a Ka% er that
boum ed oft the front of the rim after the horn
sounded
\either tram s. tired in the first three minute
oxertinie Carlisle i'omit)'s Keith York was short
Ith .1 Ili tooter at the five Mel nod mark
Yorks. iired to give the Comets a Al 29 lead se oh
I It retn.iining in the sit iirid extra period but
Bates answered with tse,. free thro w., a nd york
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tt a It .11 11'.1.1
:II? left in the final period hut
two 141.01.1.4i free thross s tied the s, ore
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se, orel viulation for, ed a lump hall that Iterirx ("lax
controlled - Mex.. Stiller ex entuallx tried .1 baseline
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the game %Inner
Niiller the tournament's most x aluable ;dos er
led Henrs Clas with Ii points and times finished
with nine !loth were f1.11111.1i lit the .111 t,.ornillornut
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An.1 York
Alsip selei ted were Ilr.1.1
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Christian Counts. rale h versoll of Warren Central
and Slake Harrison iif lAnnsville Fairdale

Good value is
why millions
keep coming
back to
H&R Block.
This year Owe ate more than 100 changers in the
as laws and forms Rut at H&R Bitte k one thing
ham n t changod
fair prices' Jost ash arid we II
cpy• you a fro* •stimate of the (051 for pleiarulit
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Associated Press Writer
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inning snapped a, 1-1 tie
and California beat : Murray-Calloway County Baseball Association •
Cleveland 3-1 Marshall .
.
Edwards rapped three .
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Fayette superintendent planning to retire
LEXINGTON. Ky
(AP/ - Fayette County
School Superintendent
Dr. Guy S. Potts has
privately told school
board members and
others that he will retire
when Ins four-year contract runs out June 30.
1964.
Potts, saying it is time
for a personal -change of
pace," said he will submit Pus formal letter (if

resignation

early

this

SUITUTIstr

"I'm not quitting
because of any.
dissatisfaction with
work," Potts said "It's
Just something that is
part of a natural process
The five -member
school board has already
begun planning for Potts'
retirement and by earl.

summer expects to draw
up criterui for the lob and
decide how to find his successor
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PoliG Complete Glass
Co has all types of glass

rnwaSo,4.

,

mirrorS -111,10 plesiolass
CO to at! Sites arid
sr apes We ,nsteiti store

to

replace
fronts
aluminum doors
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locks
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storm

and patio door
Make up show
pir ture
aSeS ano
frames Mb& Glass 1116
Coldwater Rd 753 01110
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Saloons for all oc
casions Happy 8,rfh
s
Get
a
Ariniversar
s a
day
od
It
boy,
Girl
many more also
',murfs E T Garfield
Phone 436 9194 for in
formation and prices
These are Helium In
toiled m y oar ballons

VERNON'S
FRONTIER
TRADING
POST
Western sad
English Tack Apparel, shoo and
saddle repair.
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816 i.EA64.E'EAM5
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Lady to live in with
,nvalid lady Room,
board and salary 759
1661 NAVY VETERANS
immediate openings for
honorably
discharged
Navy vets out less than
48 months E xcellent
benefits stea dy ad
van(ement Phone toll
free Mon Wed . la m
2p m 1 1100 238 5180
PROCESS MAIL AT
HOME 175 per hun
coed , No experience
Part or full time Start
Immediately Details
send self addressed
stamped envelope to
C R 1 520 P 0 Box 45,
Stuart, FL 31495
Wanted' Experience
boar man who can
handle all types of body
repair Call 753 5149

9, Situation Wanted
betimes,
eelleepirsesee reefs srseleal
ehemismor. pities Aweless&
carpets Oa* eel desoble.
lick Weyer 753 MI.

MOW'

.

tributOr needs two 10c Al
persons to mail 'free
samples in spare time
946
Write Shaklee
Patric is San Antonio.
Texas 78213
Experienced body man
Apply in person. South
3rd E stenciled Chaparei
Motors Ask for Ken
Gospel group needs alto
singer Call collect
1 247 7834
Housewife% and
students Olin Mills
Studio needs you to
make appointments by
telephone 13 35 per
hour guaranteed Good
pay for light delivery
work Car necessary
Big bonuses for those
who are tops Morning
arid evening shifts See
Jordann Fitzgerald on
March 31st at the Eagle
lnriafter9am

Have your fetnity's
herrfoge preserved
by having us ropy
your old
photograph:
CARTER STUDIO

T 0 04

4 fireif,
I

',

.

Your

Baskets Now *Custom
Designed •Delivered
Faster Eve by Easter
Bunny •SpeCia
Easter
Balloon flouou•ts
Memor.es Di•ielara
Center 753 9555

NO

,'•
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Help Wanted

dr.
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RE

white

brown coi
oar if found call 753
3773

Aoseter to Saturdas s Puzzle
A

S. Lost and Found

2. Notice

2. Notice

Potts. 58, has been
superintendent since
1961 When he took over,
the district had 14,000
students, 17 schools and a
budget of $5 million. He
now oversees 31.000
students. 47 schools and a
$686 million budget.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

•

Olympic Plaza
Noun:
Doily 10-8
Sea. 12-S

-EAM tE,
R16•47 :WELL
HaUE
5 CO5TuME
4.14'N" YOu TC LA:EAR

Looking for someone to
clean your office or
c hurch? Call 753 4732

Adult
Wants
Yards
to Mow
and Houses
to Paint.
Phone
4,11-45M

ARTICLE SAYS
KIDS DON'T HAVE
HEROES TO LOOK
UP TO At•Jvh4OPE

THIS

THAT
SILLY
AS A MAT T E R
Or FACT

HERE COMES my
BIGGEST HERO '
NOW

to

clean

offices in
town, 5 days a week
753 5.419

10. Business Opportunity
•If.
44• •

COME ON,MONPAY!PO IT
TO ME NOW!THE SUSPENSE
IS KILLING ME!

THANK YOU FOR
YOUR PROMPT

_

Investment Opportun
ity Two small es
',shushed businesses
that can be operated by
student or retired per
son Owners moved out
of state and reduced the
price Contact Chuck
Woods at Century 31
Loretta Jobs, Realtors,
753 1492 today for more
information

14. Want to Buy
Want to lease dark fired
tobacco base 1350 per
acre Call 435 43,51
Scaffol Bucks After
S 00p m 753 196.4
WANTED Glass and
Pottery made in the
1920's. 30's and 40's
Buying for resale De
pression glass, Fosto
ria, Cambridge. Fiesta,
Jewell Tea, Blue Ridge,
Fenton, unusual glass
items SO2 en SM.

,:•••s•
we,,11 Sr.]. ale

THAT'S A

GREAT-

\ IITJuST FELL
FROM Ti-4E SKY

PIZZA.
Will RE
PIP YOU
T IT

16. Home Furnishings

Aco
21

ARE YOU AMAID
YOU'LL BE IN
MY WAY

it Farm Equipment

ZS. Business Services

Sas IN tractor Oval OM

Joyce Noel's Tax Ste
vice Prices start at

front
hews

weights
1200
Also 6 row IN
planter, like new Call
759 45118 Or 753 7637

If Spring is here Can
grass mowing be far
behind' See all the new
Wheel Horse Mowers
and tractors at Stokes
Tractor industrial
Rood

Afk

12,000 BTU air con
dilioner used only 1
month Call 436 2734
3 Ton Central Air
conditioner. Utility
Pole, 300 Amp Panel
and Breaker. Antonia
on 30 ft Pole with
Rotes), Call 436 SO91
Green cOuch and mat
chtng chair 4893655
Megnabox console AM
FM stereo, record
player, I track, 8225
Ponderosa fireplace
Insert, 8273. Kirby
vacuum, $45 Antique
Library table, $175
Antique Cherry
Bookcase. 8365.
753 WI

it Farm Equipment
18 4 34 Snap on dulls. 11
ft AO 011101 plOw. five
16" J D. plow, 1210 J.1)
/senior. Cali 7520246 or
753 BM,
3979 Modal 170 Allis
Chalmers. I% ft Wheel
Disc international, if.
stowing. 344- inter
national Plows, gas
tank tor pick up truck.
PASSIM 713.7997 after
SO"

Tillers Rear 'ft'''.
Briggs and Sfrothlit
engines. chain drive, 3
forward soesde and
reverie. 5 he Welt
hp. fists 011. Willin
Hardware, Peels.
Tractor firm new and
used. Kougn 114111111'
mom 2522107

tOr

tastes Inman pry
tale over pass Cs k

12160 FURNISHED 7
bedroom
all electric,
washer, dryer air con

air condition

washer dryer Carport
pinned storage
building Cali 753 8066
or 759 4579
1981 Jamaican 144 /0
traiier all electric

Used Spinet Pin
a 0
Assume Payments with
Credit

Music Paris
901 642 6463 or

23. Exterminating

Kelley's Termite
IL Pest Control
Plume 753-3914

24. Miscellaneous
Firewood, 122 SO a rick
Call 753 3781 after Sp m
For sale, tobacco stocks
17 cents each 492 8211
Garden manure, you
haul $5100 pick up load
796 4S00 or 753 7637
Marin* Batteries 375
CCA, 129.11 exchange
000 CCA, $49.99 ex
Change. Trolling Bat
teries 27 series 105
amp 151 99 Wawn
Hardware. Paris
Martin Houses 6
rooms 122 99 13 rooms
533 99 18 rooms 141 99
24 rooms, 159 99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris
Reminder' Contrrbute
to your Political Party
on income Tax Return
II 00 for State Political
Party
50 for Local
Political Party
SEASONED
FIREWOOD Call John
BOver, 753 033$
Receiver

System, completely on
stalled and ready to
watch over 50 channels
This is a "top of the
line" system. 12,950 We
have Murray re
ferences Call SO2 676
3983 or 502 258 1219
Swimming Pool Sale
For sale 1983 and Bank
Repo Deck Pool Save
25 percent to 50 percent
Complete with filter
Special 1504' Deck
Pool 1999. Call 502 966
1251 Collect Ask for
Dean
TV antenna only used
one month. 14 elements
Plus 10 foot mast $30
Call 753 2726
Tillers. Shp chain drive,
Briggs and Stratton
engine $36999 Wallin
Hardware, Parts
WYNN DISCOUNT
BUILDING SUPPLIES,
601 Poplar, Benton K y,
1 527 1513 Celotex
1399,chip board
$4 19. ')" plywood
16 79. s E xt wood
16 79, Felt
siding
Paper 16 95 Shingles
117 95, Roll roofing
19 95
Watkins Products Call
6892795 after 500 pm
and weekends We
handle white vanilla for
you decorator frosting
Wood Storage Building
17x14 Call 753 4934 after
430

.Business Services

DAI Y

14

under

111111013 12231

approved

carpeted

753 4091

bedroom

IN IscaIly NrtN lk
Poen Ii. 3/1 Carlyle

1

V.Mobile Home Sales

1202 Townhouse 3
bedroom excellent
condition Call ay 4311
after Sp m
14470 1900 Holly Park. 2
bedrooms l'
oath
furnished or un
furnished Call 753 7370
1971 Hornet@ 12152 1

SPINET CONSCKI
PIANO
4, KM SAL1

Tenn
642 9271

on the spot and ready to
mail 489 7440

SOO

22. Musical

Leach's

17 SO for Short fOrms NO
wreihnil - copies made

ditioned

Keith

75.3 1319

Satellite

Wanted yards to mow
753 7997 after Sp m
Will order-garden ready
for you to plant
733 7157
Would like
houses Or

.
1
1

47.

,

1 IM1.%. Monde. March 21 1913

lived in Only 6 months,
$11 SOO
Call 753 3285

after 5p m

N. Mobile Home Rentals
Three bedroom trailer
at Keniana Shores $100
month deposit re
quifed Call 436 5364
Trailer for rent See
Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Court
Two bedroom house
trailer near K irkser
furnished references
required Call 489 2118
Two bedroom 12410
located S miles north of
Murray. S140 month
Plus deposit Call 753
4661
Two bedroom, com
pietely furnished, air
conditioner, washer and
dryer 759 1305

X. Business Rentals
ideal location for
retail business or
fessional office use
per month Contact
Kopperud 753 1722

any
pro
1250
Bill

Miai
Woroloottsa
Storage Specs
For Rost
753-47S8

32. Apts. For Rent
Furnished Apt 1 or 2
bedroom Zimmerman
Apartments South 16th
753 6609
Furnished apt 1 block
from Downtown 1125
month Call 753 6977
•
One or two bedrooms
dowrotown
apts., near
Murray 753 4109. 762
6630 or 436 2844

It Houses for Rent

a

bedroom
Extra nice,
home Locafect close to
town 1330:"month 753
0692
Two bedroom house.
stove, refrigerator,
washer and dryer Cali
492 8662
Very attractive 2 bed
room unfurnished
home, newly re
modeled. 1260 per
month rent. 1200 de
posit Call 753 9829

. Livestock-Supplies
AT STUD 2 Arabian
Stallions, your choice t,
old Egypian or Serafix
Breeding Ron Talent,
753 9894
Will train horses
HickOry Lane StableS
Call 759 43411 or 753 7637

31. Pets-Supplies
One white and buff AKC
Cocker Spaniel Pup
753 3096
UKC Rat Terrier, two
female, l' I year old
1911 8615

43. Real Estate
Spec oousness, charac
ter, charm and quite
neighborhood all corn
bin* to make this four
bedroom, two bath the
ideal property. Electric
heat. fireplace, large
dining room, family
room, ample storage,
plus upstairs that can
be rented for extra
income New carport
with storage room. Well
lanscoped yard. Priced
in the 40's. KOPPERUD
REALTY 753-1222.

D

Gold
Mood 420.50
Opened 415.00
Dm
5.50
Compliments

saver
Closed 10.14
Opeaed 10.40
Dews
.34
hvy Gold Silver
Diamonds
Hours ;0 S Doi
' S Sunday
1,1r

GOLD /1. SILVER
CUSTOM JEWELERS
OLYMPIC PLAZA

ond

TARI N
4c*T43,N
moo
sisrou
CART
5

-

ligeril
itMOTO Cilnen
t4IISKI

•TAPES•STEREO

WOOS

41.6. 13 I III. NI It If SI . I% • .II IM.1Ha

Mari h21 NW

3r..m.ida&MMIEIPIE310311::b
31. Pets•SupplieS

43 Real Estate
•C
yap

c,Ple•. C

1.8• •

Sua In at *am!

y,y •

11:11

Beautiful corner .0,
setting for WI ,rnpres
live Columned porch

Perdosi & Thermion
laseressce &
Reel (state
Seetliside Court Sq.
Merrey • Ilitatocky
753 4451

•

Three bedrooms two
baths don w,tn
fireplace and red w030
deck for sunn,ng
• ert at 554 SOO Call

P.•••••• Ovum 753 1721
16•71 Ira 757 3514
Sal* lialay 419 2766
11••••• 753 3437

Ovr interest in you
pays off.
11.116•44414.•••

dly.•••••

410
0 ST ROUT
MITT

C

•

••••

53 Serv,ces Otterec

A " •'

,

5

S.6%.

,

Harmon

S

,
4

•.• •

AnC,

4

16•41.• inn•••••• sad saw11
144•41 lo...414••

C

436-2997

'44

y: •,4
^

S

• t• .1 •

A

'5.4'

e•

•
1•.
•

011it• Cass, is Cies,
Serns Neal lvywewber•
1101.61•So..K. um. 19111
1917 C•idwinie• toga
99 11•••••61 47071
01
"
15071751 0116
La•twn•
701 I1111100*
Mot*,
L*114114•11

FOR SALE

•y..ys •

it

••

4.•

ROSS
ROOFING

•N e'Vy

S'

'6. '49•),'6: :' •

, 50 Used Trucks
••

,
•

S

First Assembly of God

41

Located At The Corner Of 16th & Glendale In
Money

be.

CHIMNEY SWEEPS
The bird season is
here Your chimney
needs screening.
Call
767 4797 435 4 34 A

Lots for Sale
:4

•••••••• •

no..

PrOnu tye
one S• ), •.• •
N e hu •

"
4

•

. 51 Campers
On •.•••

HI

tll ION

Coren, ,
5• .

.I

PO:01CH .1 I'•x•
t SS (II Vit A I Hi 0,
Is 1 f AMOS IN(' 0%.*. NI 11
51

Oct

46. Homes for Sale
New

I

path

on

bedroom

1
n

Oalyhdt

Subo

Aestwood
sr•ght

,
or-oo.i• 0,-,
tut • 21 _ oi•••

'

r5:

rtte,titay5

.0

52 Boats Motors

7S3 3903
14F

4x8

(.000

,
Joy

4'

'S

•1",•••;'

$795

Masonite Siding

types

local

titilt‘,.DA5
till A

paid Call 753 39C.)
We have outgrown eer present facilities and need
to relocate. Interested parties may call 753•
95, Paster Derrell Ramsey.

Vim,'

AUCTION

I

553 Soc Roberts Realty _ .
753 Jissi
nn ft, se.*
Cho, ••
Or
Sub ;
troro.lye
water tap

and

'ding er.d Aluminum
rim for all houses It
stops painting
Jock Clover
753 1 873

11141•4411

'4., •

rooting
references free
Estimates All *only
guaranteed
Dots
nights
753 6581
759 1859

All
Shanionuns

I

&

53 Sen, ces0Pere:

PLO
LAWN SERVICE

F

436

53 Services Ofterec

53 Services °Herm

4

1

8 ;; • •
Appeiatatents mode
ler yew coevesaince.
Fill time sales
associates evening
-as.
Ian 11cCott
153 721
Tlettss Nell? 7i).7770
letsiver11 753 1310
Crt Spam
753
/53 N11
Amu legiarti

'
•

••• •

• • PC
"••,

MINION 713 165'

4•II• 46

304 N. 12th. Merry',
ty.
Sales Associates,
!venires Phew*.

49 Used Cars

M.Homes for Sale

43 Real Essate

43 Real Estate

AK C Reg; stered
Doberman pupp.ies
G000 pre 7S9 ISIS 04
753 /637

tO()

108 &OS

port

•.1 II

per sheet

Croy(

II

43

5/8"

l•

$395
$595

Particle Board
W

••
IS

•• .

4144.
53 Services Oftereo

ood Paneling starting at

per sheet

47 Motorcycles

240 lbs. self-sealing

Shingles

$ 795

1413k.;
Sportster

per ;moors

,5

•.,

Ill Al

I +SO

Nails

[5

1440-0

SO lb. carton of

0

--

10111, Paris RI

cortoa

snit bo•
A
tires SI Eli`C 75J 11408
1910
1St1 F ••

5V-241-1518

ter

1

e•tr ,y4,
e.,

•leacje

51175 153 8987
19111 ',u7uki 1000 vvino
ammer black with
White leather tires plus

cOndit , On

extras 3.500 mdes Can
753 680701: 7S9 9526
1911
miles
most

5p

FARM LIQUIDATION AUCTION

req

Yamaha

40
3.800
yOnchtion

O0On

sem

759 1897 after

I.
.18

4....•
t) '4
.1 ati on .

I=
1=gr

$'

00.1

Si_seliam
tissue
testis

I.,

••'s

!mats C,W 751 ,1,9

;;

Service Co
neyl shim
PIA Welk

Cali will 1

A

ley /531615

Import Auto Salvage
t'llew and used parts
rebu ;t eng , nes

App.
V IC

DATNun

Subaru

F,,it Honda

ToyOta
1 71 1375

e• c•••
Se".

DRESEN
LATHAM
MARTIN
Billy Hatchel is liquidating his farms and farming operation to devote full
Woe to other business. He has commissioned Century 21 Overton Real
Estate and Alexander Real Estate and Auction Sales to liquidate this proDeny.
THURSDAY. MARCH 24th - 10:00 A.M.- 1963
FRIDAY, MARCH 215th - 10:00 A.M.- 1963
March 24th dale will be held on the farm located 6 miles North of Dresden.
Follow Palmereville Hwy 69 about 5 miles Ind turn left onto blacktop
road. Farm is 1 mile on left. WATCH FOR SALE ARROWS!!!
MODERN HOG OPERATION ON 66.9+ ACRES.
50 Acres Open - 10 Acres wooded under 4 strand barb wire fence
BUY ONE TRACT OR ALL SELLS MARCH 24th
TRACT I: 30 Acres of land with finishing barn. 50' x 150' finishing barn
(790-1100 head capacity), automatic flushing, automatic feeding system,
10 ton fr 4 ton bulk bins, automatic curtains. Lagoon,4" well.
TRACT II: 45.9+ Acres -30.9 Acres open land -11 Acres sown in Wheat,
fenced & cross fenced.
IMPROVEMENTS: Combination stock & hog barn with 30' x 27' center
section for livestock or tool shed; 70' a 14' Metal shed with 10 raised farrowing crates with automatic waterers with slated bottoms over sloping
concrete floor. heated; Nursery building for 12 sows and pigs plus 300
weanlings, automatic feeders and wateres, 10 ton feed bin and auger; 32'
a70' Metal tool shed; 7500 bushel grain bin. 4000 bushel grain bin. New lo
ton fed bin I sells separate
"'ARMING EQUIPMENT -SELLS 1st - MARCH 24th
A.C. 7045 tractor. cab. A-H 900 Hrs., 184 x 31 duals; Gleanor M combine,
16' Meting cutting bar; John Deere 2020 dismal tractor. A.C. V ripper with
snags wheels; A.C. 1114 hydraulic fold disc; W & W 30' gooseneck stock
trailer; Arts Way feed mill with electric scales, floa ban tires. extended
auger(magnet); 500 gallon wheel sprayer; 30' gooseneck implement with
dove tall trailer; Amco ditcher; New 4 Row Vibra Shank cultivator; Bush
hog 8' rotary mower; Ty* 211' grail drill; M.F. 4 Row cultivator; 1.5' field
cultIvator; LOOS gallon water tank with pump; Tandum wheel low boy
trailer; 4 wheel trailer; 1985 GMC 2 ton grain truck with hoist; Hag
scales; Hog catch chute; 2gas tanks-I/Aiello, with pump.
ISO ACRES RWO CROP FARM-SELLS ON SITE
SELLS FRIDAY,MARCH 30th- 10:00 A.M.
Directions: Take Hwy 115 3 miles north of Lathern-2 miles South of
Dukedom-Turn mut on Austin Springs Hoed-Watch for signs.
2 bedroom frame home, completely renovated 9 years ago; Hill and
branch bottom land. ISO acres in culUvation; Approximately 100 acres of
bottom land IMO bushel grain bin; 58' *0'PAM bar; High Pro/wily*
Row Crop and Cattle Farm.
344+ ACRES - TERRELL GROVE SUBDIVISION
SELLA FRIDAY,MARCH WO -2:00 P.M.
Sale will be held on the property located 8 miles West of Martin on
30.
I: 30 residential building lots - City wales& street; Approx111.5 Acres; Sells as a unit.
11:34 mission& acres in subdivision and is bounded on the North
by LAN Railroad. PRIME ROW CROP LAND.
TERMS : All land 30 percent down day of saki-balance due within 30days
on delivery of deed. kapeigenedd 64014111MOI to be mede in full on day of
sale.
SETTLEMENT TERMS: Cash. ambient check. certified dee& or bank
letter of credit for parsons net personally known by the auction company
FOR runfica DIVORMATION MITACT:

041.0%

hiMne

4.Auto Services

OP.II

'

SeileVJAlk%

14111111CIS

rn

Volk •••••Icit4 415

BILLY HATCHEL FARMS - 3 LOCATIONS

(..on ;'

44- ,
•1-4.

lamme,

$1 495
PURCHASE SALVAGE, INC.

49. Used Cars
1976 Chevrolet
Cassic
P0
ro , ndOniS
P
cont
cruise
condition
all
Phone /53 7,097

Capri, e
P
seats
perfect

:

poo•er

19/7 Buick EIpi TIA 725
vinyl top ail power and

•

Bot.
vI •• :
153
8
, home

.

P ,• •
by ,4
4.

, •

,
Applian, 4. •
all branils ;>e• ial ;.•
Tapper' (.1 /5) 5 4
354 6956 I •17 . Lore?'

air 753 1974
1977 MGB Convertible
for Sale or trade low
mileage
lean
e•tr
Call /53 3618
13 SOO

ROOF
PROBLIMP
Need e second
opinion? Build w p
or Residential
local references
Cell 141#4111 Outland
7591711

JAMES
R. CASH
TI.. AUCTIONEER, FANCY FARM, KENTUCKY
(502) 623-6466 or (502) 623-6939
SE L LINO SUCCESSFUL SALES IN SEMINAL STATES
UNOEM THE RHYTHM Or THE SEWN° MACNNIE"

after Sp m
197-1 Olds CutlaSs
po u gyy•
Supreme
locally
Call 753 126y
tp m
after:
571 Camaro 228
e•
cellent condition
15)

316.4 or 7518779
1978 Cutlass Supreme
Broughn. like new Call
after 5. 753 7701

Dial-A-Service

ProffS$1011•1
Painting
Interior & Exterior,
reeseeeble rates.
keetk bock 753-6244
let free *sheets.

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service

FOR SALE

Police
911

6 a.m.-Midnight 7 Days A Week
Phone 7531351/7531352

911

Excellent business opportunity 4
acres you pick apple and peach orchard. Strawberry and vegetable
arm. Located in Marshall County.
22 year ongoing awes:fel production. All equipment necessary for
optretions incleded in sale price.
Good return on investment for
printery or secondary income. Address inquires to P.O. Box 648
Paducah, Ky., 42001.

TROUBLES
it's
with wel
If
pimps, plunsbin
or electric, then I
have the answer.
Call John Glover,
licensed . with 26
years experience.
Answeringlervice
provided.

Yew filed
Iselivideel, Form
Smell Iv siness
Short Form SI.S0
Lens with iteasiring
only SI 5.00
Call Joyce Noel
ler appeietssint
419 2440

Aluminum
Service
Co.

CZ>
LiYit1711

„

(•

Ahowmovne sad Van vi
Wm.. Casten, trim
Relirrences
Irerl
Cell Wolf Id looloy
753 0619

753 9290

S•itiort y
tr4dor•11
/SI 04/7

WINER KOL ESTATE AKTIII SAM

RANDY
THORNTON
MATING AND All
CONDITIONING INC

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING

Residenttai
Marvin E. Alexander. Auctioneer, Lic. No 67
Night : Marvin E. Alexander. Broker 9117-46111
Office: 239 University Street-Phone 1417-4544-Martin,in 31237
Terry Meer,Broker 364-2700 Wendell Alexander. Broker 364-21155
"Profeesianalized Service Has Canned More People To Sell

1',1A11 ..A1

.-

••

(
'l 2.11 SYR!

f (ornmerclol
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'at.111 i ts,(2.

College, Ciliate
he, stinsoli
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The Alexander Way"
(.( )//

lb. anise &sloe Iwo Wes
aid 16,9190 10 Money eoe

(/(.1(),-,S

GNAW

753-5111

187

Paper Dolls
Paper Hangers
e •
••••• ••11Yeat.,
'a,••

Free Estimates
Vilma Steam or
thick
•
Dry Cleaning.
Upholstery Man.
lag
75311127

ones & ray
Upholstery
10S N. 7th
• 00
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Nesbitt
dies; funeral
Wednesday
Mrs Ruby Radford
Nesbitt. 93. died Sunday
at the home of a
daughter
Mrs
A C
'F:rnestme Dry Culpepper V.1
she w.is a Inetnber Of
Mason's C'hair! United
Methodist Church in
eallovt as Counts She
was preceded in death by
lier first husband. Walter
Radford. and her second
hush .1 n
T ku in a s
tieslatt
11.ari eh iu 1890, in
erinessei. stir was the
daughter of the late
I tiornas Atkins and ora
Mae Humphrey.- Atkins
Sir Neshittis sur%
IA bun daughters.
Mrs I ouise Palmer of
Slur rav
Mr s
Myrtle
Mae
eaiey id Paris.
I enri arid tr‘. rrr and
Mrs II an Pa% ii.' culpepper
AI so •--slif
- ter v
threi ..isters Mrs Edna
!kiln
Ptit car. 1.nn
Mrs I /as Humphrey ,
Herrin. Ill . and Mrs
Glady s olson tun water.
Wash
eight granite- hildren
nine greatgrand. hillier
The !uncial will be
ednr • day at I p in In
tIki
halal of \Id Et0)
F on's!
Il101il
Paris,
'I eon
I hi- Ite% .I thin
ell 3,4 III officiate
Burial %ill folio% in
(,osho'n t vilielef.) in
C allow a% I ourity
may all at the
I 1111e1.1111.ime after la p in
I iies,1.1%

Rites Sunday
at local chapel
for Mrs. Dunn
Pie turieral for Mrs
Pearl Mae Dunn was Sunda', at
p in in the
Impel or %tax (*hurt hill
1- uneral Home The Rev
Erriest r '05 arid the Rev
Hey ward Roberts ofh. rated
Nt(1sii was
dire, tell by
arid
.ley-ie Bar rola
Pallbearer:, were Bubb) I ouls I )1113n. 1%.,i
I um,
Nesisuri,
J.iii II'
Henson. Junior
and Mike Trini
giandsons Burial
was in Kirksey
emeter%
Th.. I ninn NI. I)eater
.111ed 1 hot si3.1% at
I) m .11 \turf a%
omit% Hospital
She is Sur% i% ell by Ii'..
N B
.11rs
jtota dts , Mrs Milburn
llerison and Nis Cora
51.1e Ile115011. Mtaray,
Mrs o .ei
illinger, Ben.
arid' Mrs Gene Trlill
1,a• I(! I.
tout.
•,alc _I I) Dunn. liexter.
ham. Ledbetter.
d Charles and lleorge
I iunn Nturray 28 grand. hildren
lour great41.11111, hildren

Wyatt rites
on Saturday
Final rites for Ora
Wyatt were Saturday at 2
pm in the chapel ol Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
The Rev Richard West
officiated Music was by
Gus Robertson. Jr
soloist, and Richard
Jones, organist
Pallbearers were
Artelle Tucker, Halford
Beane. I.eroy Wyatt. Bobby Boyd. Robert Rams
and Earl Tucker Burial
was in New Concord
(7emetery
Mr Wyatt, 75, 403
North Sixth St
died
Thursday morning
He is survived by is
wife, Mrs Gladys Rains
Wyatt, one daughter,
three SOM, two step sons,
two sisters, one brother.
12 grandchildren, nine
step grandchildren, six
great-grandchildren and
1 0 step greatgr.c, I hildren

Mrs. Gupton's
funeral today
Services for Mrs
Lucille Guidon were today at 10 a In in the
chapel of Blalock •
Coleman Funeral Horne
John Dale officiated
Jerry Bolls directed the
singers from the Seventh
and Poplar Church of
Christ
Pallbearers Were Jerry
Farris. Ron Farris, Mac
Z C Ems. James
Bogard arid Georg.
Hodge Burial was in
Murra) Mellsorial
(1ardens
Mrs Guidon 68. Alen°,
died Saturday at 3 35
is in at Murray-Calloway
C ounty Hospital Her husband. Ahe Guidon died
April 23. 1974
She is survived by her
parents. Mr and Mrs
I Aland Elkins. 09 Ellis
Dr . orie son, Ray Elkins.
Almo. two grandchildren, Jimmy Ray
Elkins and Tommy
Elkins

Hog market
:
..- •

4.

I et.
•.a. •.;As
.
•
•.1,•
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.1••4 Kai: ^6 Matt. so
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FOR SALE

Mrs. Stone
Mrs. Melugin
dies Saturday; dies Sunday
funeral today at hospital

,
• • 'I.e.!.

Mrs Agnes I. Stone
63. Rt I. Kirksey, died
Saturday at 5 42 p.m at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital
She was a member of
Kirksey Baptist Church
Korn March M. 1919. in
Weakley County, Tenn.,
she was the daughter of
the late Charlie Workman
and Georgia Morris
Workman One son. Fent
Camp, died in 1967
Survivors are her husband. Chester Stone.
three daughters, Mrs
Garth Emma Jo, Edwards. Mrs Glenn
Sarah i I)arn.'lI and Mrs,
Neil Mary Edna Vick.
all of lit 1, Hardin, two
maw I.exell Camp and
Ricky Stone, both of Ht 1.
Kirksey
Also surviving are two
sisters. Mrs
Lit
Virgilene , Brann,
Schentectady N V , and
Mrs Harry
Tommie
Watson. Mayfield. 10
grandoluldren
Services are today at 2
p m in the chapel of Max
Churchill Funeral Horne
The Rev Glen Copeland
is officiating Music is by
Kirks4,1 Baptist Church
Pallbearers are Benny
Camp. Robert Edwards,
Busty Edwards. Ned Edwards, Davsol Thorn and
it W
Vick. grandsons
Burial will follow in
Kirksey cemetery

Mrs. Jones
funeral rites
today at church
The funeral for Mrs
Beulah Irene Amer Jones
is today at 1 p.m at the
Mount Vernon Baptist
Church in Trigg County
The Rev Dennis Radford
is officiating
Burial was to be in the
church cemetery with arrangements by Adams
Funeral Home of
-Hopkinsville
Mrs Jones, 68. 717
Riley Court. Murray .
.
died Thursday. at 6 a m
at Murray -Calloway
County Hospital Her husband, Matthew Jones,
divot last August.
Born Nov 14. 1915. in
Trigg County. she was the
daughter of the late tom
Acme and Boildne _Dixon
Ar•ree
She is survived by one
brother. Thomas Acree of
Murray. four nieces and
f,ne nephew

Mrs Helen Melugin.5",
kV Glendale, died Sun
day at 10p.m at Murray
Calloway Count
Hospital
She was a member or
the University Church of
Christ
Born March 26. 1926. in
Kentucky. she was the
daughter of Flora Davidson Elliott and the late
Paul Elliott
She is survived by her
husband, Robed !Bob
Meluinn. to whom sht•
was mamed on Feb 16.
1944, her mother, Mrs
Flora Elliott, Mayfield
one daughter, Mrs. John
It
Mary Ann, Kelly
liamburg.Gerniany
Also surviving are one
sister, Mrs Sue Deaton,
Perris, Calif.. two
brothers. Billy C Elliott,
Mayfield, and James I.
Saginaw_Mich
J II Churchill Funeral
Home will be in iharge of
funeral and burial arrangements
The family requests
that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to a favorite
charity

Negotiable Terms

House with large wooded lot. Hwy 121
North
near Squire Potts Rood. Three

bedrooms, two baths, kitchen with built in
range, dishwasher, and oven, living room with
fireplace, full basement, and garage. Electric

House and lot. Hwy 121 North near Squire
Potts Rood. Two bedrooms, two baths, living
room, dining/kitchen, electric heat.

heat, stone exterior.

Mr. Crouch's
rites Saturday
Final rites for Fleetwoixi Crouch were Saturday at 11 am at Salem
Baptist Baptist Church
Dr T.T Crabtree and the
Rev Mike lattrell officiated Music was by
Gus Robertson. Jr
soloist, and Richard
Jones. organist.
Active pallbearers
were !tampion Erwin.
Donald Crawford,
Charles Windsor, Harold
Doran. Fred Pogue and
Bill Boyd.
'Employees of the
Peoples Bank of Murray
served as an honorary
group
Burial was in the
church cemetery with arrangements by J Ii
Churchill Funeral Home
Mi. Crouch. 87, Lynn
Grove. died Wednesdas.
at Westview Nursing
Home
Ile is survived by his
wife, Mrs Lou Jennie
Boyette Crouch:
:laughter, Mrs Maxine
NA • aon
James Crouch, Las
Cruces, N M.: brother,
llordon t'rouch. Rt. 7,
eight grandchildren; six

Hwy. 121
Club. Two
bedrooms, living room, bath, dining/kitchen.
Electric heat with wood stove set up.
House and one acre. Located off
North near Jackson Purchase Gun

S1,000.00

House and lot. lakeway Shores. Two story
house with two bedrooms, bath, living room,
dining room, kitchen has built in range, hood,
oven and refrigerator. Electric heat. House has
nice wood deckanfreet.

Commercial Building and one acre. Hwy.
121 North. Two story building with over 1100
square feet. Lot has chain linked fence, metal
frame for green house. Property used for lawn
and garden center.

Shop and lot. North 4th Street (Old Benton
Rood). Two bay garage for mechanic or cleanup shop. Concrete floors. Building approx. 30'
x 4S'.

great-grandchildren.

Corinth Sawmill

If you're buying or
building a new home,
this symbol can
SAVE YOU MONEY

Gm. Power Unit SN-169167

Malin Log Turner
House and approx. three

and one half litres.
Buchannon, TN. Three bedrooms, two bell,
living room, dining room, kitchen, and utility
room. Electric heat with wood stove set up.
Has two large buildings used in sawmill operation.

Mrs. McDevitt's
services today
at Louisville
Gra% eside rites for
Mrs Gertrude McDevitt
are today at 2 p m at
(al'. ary Cerrietery.
The Her.
I ouisville
Alfred Horrigan of St
James Cathodic Church.
Louisville. is officiating /
Funeral services were'
Saturday at mem at St
1.eo's Catholii Church.
Murray 11w Rev Louis
Puikula officiated
Max Churchill Funeral
Home had charge of local
arrangements
Mrs McDevitt. 96.
Murray. died Friday at
1:30 p.m at Westview
Nursing Home
She is survived by two
daughters-in-law, Mrs.
Susie McDevitt. Murray,
and Mrs
Frank
McDevitt, Louisville:
three vandchiliire,
Col Coley M, Devitt,
Mrs Pat Giulgia. and
David McDevitt

tells you. a Konya has been built inspected and certified under TVA
Energy Saver Ho-ma Program guidelines to. energy efficsencY
'you can cut cooling costs up to 33Sand heating costs up to 40-70% corn.
Pared to most standard homes And you'll enpoy lower total housing costs
hom the Nal day yOu OWn yOuf home
Qualifying homes are awarded In* TVA Energy Saver Home medallion
your guide to years of anpyment in a home that is more comfortable and
more affordable
Look for the TVA Energy Seer Home symbol fl can SAVE YOU MONEY'
It

Minor Edger

1968 Ford Tractor/Truck SN No. 0T95LUD27022
1966 Dorsey Flat Bed Trailer SN No. AIDT27264930
Phelan low-boy Trailer SN — 1E345
640 Ford Combine S NO. 6400068
1976 V.W. Scirocco 5362059036
1981 Ford Mustang 1FABP15A2BF229488
1977 V.W. Dasher 32721874991
1979 Dodge Van B11SN9X140345

Check On Other Properties
For more intoimation cart
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Murray flectric System
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